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This study on IIShrimp Resource.s in the Seas Around the 
Asian Countries with special reference to India" by Dr.M.J.George, 
Retd.Joint Director, CMFRI, Cochin is sponsored by the Programme 
for Community Organisation. India has been one of the top 
, 
ranking countries in the world in shrimp production. But a 
stage has set in where further increase in production appsars 
• to be quite bleak , unless new resources are located probably 
in deeper waters 0 l' th rough aquacult ure. Hence is the impo rtan ce 
of the study. 
Dr.George.a well known. prawn fishery expert i~ the 
country, in his study has examined the ecological and environ-
mental factors, ~nfluencing, Fish and prawn biomass i,lcluding 
primary productivity, etc. He · hes provided a detailed account 
of the trend in fish and shrimp production in Asian Countries 
in general and in India in particular. The author hes also 
me de a probe into the biology of shrimp fishery of India, their 
migrational habits and the technologies adopted for exploitation. 
A sectiqn of the report is devoted to analyse the concept of 
over-fishing of shrimps viewed from the biological and economic 
prami ses. 
We ere grateful to .Dr.George For bringing out a 
comprehensive analysiS of prawn Fishelies in India and the 
~ seas around the A si a n Co untr ies. \Je hope this db c lJIlent will 
prove to be a valuable material For all those who are concerned 
with policy' decisions for proper conservation and management 
of the resource. It will also be a good addition to the 
·scientific literature on thfl subject. 
July 1988 Fisheries Research ·· Cell P.C.O.Centre, Trivandrum-695 039 
----------...... -_._--------------------'-' ... ,---
The Study was finf\nced by Council for Advancement of People I S 
Action end Rural Technology (CAPART), Ns.w Delhi. 
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1. INTRODUCTION ._l.I ~ . ., .. . ~ 
. World ' fisheriee statistics reveal that among the ahrimp 
/ - " 
producing countries of th a world India has reached the top rank 
• • , I· ... ' ; 
.in .production in 1973 and this was kept up Ull, 1983. From 1984 
.China has taken over the position •• The tropical waters 'around . , 
the world ' pro,duce the maximum quantity of shrimps., l118inly canst! ... . 
> 
tuted by the sh'l"imp's of the femily penaeidaa and the waters arourid 
, 
the Asian countries are specially produ'ctive in these shrimpe'. - . 
However. the dema.nd for theee shrimps and msr ine shrimp products , 
, 
from the export industry of IJOst of these countries ~a 50 high 
that ever,y country is exploring all possible measures for the 
maximum eXR~oitation of the reaources available in t~e1r different 
coastal waters. It would appt;lar that a stage l:1as come in some of 
the Asian countries like , India ~here the landings from the availabl ~ 
resourcEts, has levelled off snd , further increase ' in · production seelll~ 
to be quite limited, unlese new resources are located probably in· 
deeper waters Dr by developing suitable techniques for increaSing 
production by squaculture of shrimps • . 
, I'Iechanisation of the fishery and introduction of shrimp 
trawling _is the most importsnt development in the explaitation of 
" 
sh r imp resources. It has c~ntributed significantly to the 
increase ,in shrimp production , in most of the developi,n9 third 
world tropical countries during the past two decades. In some 
countries, like India, a stage has been reached in selleral coastal 
areas where this additional input of effort, using IIISchanised 
trawling~ after paying off well 'in . the initial stages in 
axploiting some of the shrimping grou(lds outside thE< r.ea'ch of 
~~e traditional artisanal fishing sector, is now exhibiting 
si"gns of stagnation _in the le,vel of exploitation. In SOllie 
countries a staady decl i ne in the yields is alSO ' perceived. 
should definitely be a matter '01' concern from the point of 
~ 
'. - .' 
vi.e W of conservation of the ' f,:i" hEii' • 
,This 
, 
-
" 
• 
The 
• be bro ught 
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stagnation in .production 
about by various factors 
or decline in the yield may 
such as limitations in the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
available ' resources ; indis criminate input of effort in exploita ~on 
of the fish~ ry; and vari atic ns in t he ecological and environmen 81 
factors caused by pollution or natural phenomena. It is the 
combination cf these factors that usually plays the important r 
in bringing about stagnation in yield levels. When resources 
exploited by adj o ining cuuntries, the Single stock being exploite d 
by them will also 
the optimum l e vel 
have t o be taken into consideration to determ~ne 
of yi eld, In ord~r t o arrive at some dependa~l e 
conclusiun r egarding t~e manageme rit techniques to be adopted in ! 
conserving the fish e ry at a sustainable level, a thorough analysis 
of the available resources, the trends in production, biolo gical 
and economica l t endencies in . the exploited 'fishery and the various 
other feature s is essential. This paper is , the r esult of such 
an approach. 
2. THE PROOUCTIVITY AND OTHER ECOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Of THE SEAS AROU ND ASIAN COUNTRIES. 
Studies mad e durin g the International Indian Ocean Exp e d'~ion 
(IIOE) during 1960-65 ha ve r e veale d that there arB several areas 
in the India n Dcean' and edjac ~ nt tropical seas which are excepti 
onally rich in nut rie nts, chlorophyll, organic production and 
zooplankton biomass. Consequently these areas can sustain large 
stocks of fishery r eso urces. The shallow water areas in the 
Indian DCBan furm i' bo ut 3.1 million sq .km. The shelf 
in width as well as surfa ce contour. 
~uez are bounded by narrow re efs. 
The red s~a and 
areas var YI 
Gulf of I 
Gulf of Persia is extreme ly I 
shallow. The west cuasts of Pakistan India and Sri Lanka have 
wider shelves whereas on the east coast except the upp e r region 
the shelves a re narrow. Th e co a sts of Bengladesh, Burma, Thaila j 
and Malaysia have wide shelves with mangro ve swamps. I 
• 
I 
I 
-
• 
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The Carbohydrates which form the first link in- the food 
chain synthesised by th,e mi~roscopic floaqng a1g,ae such as 
diatoms, dinoflagellates, flagellates and various other minute 
, , 
or9anisms of phytoplankton in the lighted zone of the wa~er 
bodies is termed as primary ,productivity or organic produ~tion. 
This can be measured either by the oxygen liberated. during 
photosynthesis or carbon dioxide assimilated through 'radio isotope 
of carbon. The organic production ultimately f9rms the potential 
ener~y at different trophic levels including benthic fauna. In 
the intensely exploited , waters 0.4% of the primary pro.duction 
expressed as carbon furms ' ~~~_maxirnum sustainable yield. 
Chlorophyll 'a' is the major component of the phytoplankton 
that synthesises the carbo hydrates 
electromagnetic spectrum of the sun. 
measured either by spectrophotometer 
sensors Founded din sate'llite so that 
USing the energy from the 
The chlorQphyll can be 
or recentry bY , suitable 
the production potential 
of the ",'ater bodies can be determined by remote 8enei'llg technique. 
Chlo'rophyll 'a' is expI:essed in terms of milligram per metre cube 
(mg/m3). The primary Pf9ductivity is exprassed as gram carbon 
peT sq. metre per day (gc/m2/day ). 
As , ~h8 concentration of phytoplankt9n pigments gives , a 
direct estimate of the magnitude of the standing cr9P, the pattern 
of distribution of the pigment especially Chlorophyll 'a' in the 
sea gives a broad outline of the potential resources. 
correlation between temperature, nutrients likA phu"lJhC1tRs, prj 
" ' 
production and zooplankton biomass htlS been repo rted by several 
authors. Prasad (1966) and Kabanova (196B) have ~eport~d ' and 
- discussed the productivity of the Indian Ocean region including 
the waters of all the Asian countries bordering the ocean. Later 
Cushing (1971) compiled all the primery pr?ductivity data for 
the Indian Ocean fisheries Commission of Tood and Agriclilt.ure 
Organisation on the survey of resources in the Indian Ocean and 
Indonesian area. A summary of this is given in Table 1. 
• 
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In general, 'in the western Indian Oceen regian during 
the. so uth west monsoon, extremely high values of productivity are 
found,. High values of prim~'ry product.ion and iooplankton biomass 
are observed in this area. ' Such high values are not found during 
the north east monsoon psriod. But in the Red Sea a considerable 
increase in the integrated pigment values is observed. The 
distribuUon pattern of chlorophyll I a I shows that the level 
of pigment concentration per unit area is almost the same as that 
of Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
• 
According to Prasad and Nair ,(1971) there is a great amount 
of spatial variation in the magnitude of 
• the Indian Ocean. The shelf areas which 
organic , production in 
sustain the bulk of the 
r.esources on the IoIhole have a higher rate of production. An ' 
avera.ge rate of 0.5 to 1,0 gC/m2/day is observed in most of the 
shallow areas. Higher rates are found during upwelling ~eriods in 
nearshore areas around south east and south west coast of India. 
In the Arabian sea tha leval of organi~ production increases to the 
north and west, reaching exceptionally high values off the coasts 
of Saudi Arab i a and Pakistan. The Arabian Sea, when considered as 
a whole, is a regimn of great contrast. The North western Arabian 
Sea showed values in excess of 1.0gC/m2/day. In the eastern 
Arabian Sea towards the coast of India the average rate loIithin 
50 m depth is abo ut 1.19 gC /m2 / day. For the I!ay' of Bengal the 
average production rate is 0.19 gC/m2/day in the deeper part 
while in the shelf region it is 0.63 gCfm2/ day. Based on these 
primary productivity figures and other · related environmental 
features estimations of - potential fish resources have been made 
by various authors which will be dealt loIith in .the ensuring section 
3. ESTIMATED RESOURCES IN RELATION TO PRIMARY PROOUCTIVITY 
AND OTHER FEATURES. 
Prasad et al (1970) calculated that the annual net 
production for 51 million sq.km. of the Indian Ooean would be 
3.9 x ~ 09 tonnes of ca rbon. Of this 2.3 x 109 tonnes of carbon 
/ 
, ,-
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• 
is for the eastern region comprising of 29 million sq.km. and 
. ' 9 1.6 ,x 10 tonnes of cDrbon for the eastern region w~th 22 million 
sq .klll. with the dividing line at 800 C longitude. Ttl'e continental, 
shelf areas wh i ch form only 6~ of the total area account for 
, 6 
560 x 10 tonnes of cerbon for 14% of the total net production. 
Of this, the Indian coastal region contribute 61 million tonnes 
which is roughly 1 tonne per hectare. The calculation, based on 
the results . of estimates obtained in North ,Sea and other heavily 
exploited areas, is that For a production of 1.2· gC/m2/day the 
annual potential yield of Fish is about 105 kg .• per !;lectate. 
The potential yield of f ish for the entire cO'ntinental 
. . .. 
ltielf area of India as derived From productivity ~tudies, has 
been found to be 2,288,000 tonnos, of Which the share of t~e 
west coast is 1,417,000 tonnas according to Jones and Bannerji 
(1968). Prasad and N.air (1971) have split this 'potential 
resource 9F tha Indian shelf area into pelag~c and demersal pot-
ential yields - about 1,600,000 tonnes pelagic ah~ 700,000 tonnes 
demersal catches including shrimps. Examining t ,he theoretical 
estimatipns of Potell.tial resourcas in the light of various 
exploratory f i shing data available through different 'publicatiuns 
from different areas Prasad , and Nair (1971) give consolidated 
figures of th a potential resources of the various regions 
(See table 2). 
Various other projections on the potential resources of 
Indian Ocean r egion aro available. 
Organisation of the United National 
The Food and Agriculture 
(FAO) (Gulland 1971) has 
given 14.3 million to nnes as the potantial yield 0 f the region, 
distributed as 7.4 million tonnes as dewersal fishes 6.7 million 
tonnos of pela gic Fishos and 9.25 million tonnes of Crustacsa'ns 
and an equal a ma !Jnt of squids and cuttle fishes. Nair' et al 
(1971) indica t ed a minimum potential yield for the Indian Ocaan 
of 14.4 millio n tonnC6 with 9.6 million tonnes fo~ the shelf areas. 
, ' 
r 
- -
• 
Taking all these projections George et al (1977) have drawn the 
conclusion . that the potential yield of the Indian Oce~n appears 
to be ' between . HJ and 14 million tonnes. 
.. . '.' . 
• 
, .. The .t o tar estimated axploitabla yield of f 'ishes from ,the 
tndian .. continental" sh elf has been given as 2.3 to 2.6 million 
t~. nnes.(Jone , .. and Banerji , 1968.; .prasad et al .1970; Nair 
.et. !'Il., · 1973; Antony Raja, 1974). Combining all · th·e methods 
lJ,Sed by earlie r · authors George et a"1 (1977) ~mpl~ yed three alter-
n!i.~i)las for ca l_culation of potentia l - resources 'of Indian contine-
.:ntal. shelf 1Je t"e rs a nd got 3 figuras namely, 2.7- million tonnea 
.5.0 millio.n tonnes and 3.7 million t onnes. !'laking a choice of 
the correct' Figures From these thre e alternatives thoy were of 
opinion that t he potential exploitable yield of the Indian 
contina ntal shelf wot e rs may be any where between 2.7 and 3.7 
million tonnas . In a ' pro jection of the potential resources of 
the entire Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of India they ended up 
with a figure o f 4.5 million tunnes of harvestabl.e living 
. ' . 
. resources con sisting of both ctinventional and non-conventional 
elements. 
In ·a· r a cent attempt to make a review o f the exploited 
reSe urces and the pote'ntial yields of the EEZ ''Df India and the 
various regions James et al : (1986) gave the revised break up 
of the estimata d potential' yield of different . 4egions and depth 
zones vis a vis present production as presented in the tables 3 
--- . ' 
and , 4. T~e ~otential yi e ld of 4.47 million tennes comprise 
of pelagic fishes - 1.85 million t onnes, deme~sal fishes - . 1.1 
million tonnes a nd th e rest made up of crustacean, ~ephalopods, 
oceanic fishes a nd mis.eellaneous · fish e s (Table 4) • 
• 
From ' ~he table it may be seen tha~ the regionwise · 
potentials she w.increased scope for production from the north 
east regien Be comp ared to o ther regio ns within the 50 m depth 
zone •. Th a potential from the 50-200- m depth zone and Oceanic 
waters o ffers vast scope f ur exploitatio n amo unting to naarby 
. .' . 
. , 
, . 
I . 
.. 7 - • 
- . ...... ~ - ~ . & 
. 2,~ 11I1llJ,on .t t nnes,. In a qi eak "up of the , pa:tential ,-resources 
. ", ~'" ... .~ . . 
,: Df ·. cr~ta·~ans, James et al (o'p .• cH) ' havo giv.m 111.,00.0 tonnes 
. and 57,alia tol'tnes o f ' current- yield ~f p~n<!eid sh~imps and nun 
•. ~ • . • .+, l' & 
penaeid' shrimps and 180,000 tonnas and 105.000 ton~es raspectively 
. . ,, ~ . . ~ 
of potential yi eld. 
, . 
. , 
~ , 
. ' . {"" ' .. .. ,1 • ,' •. 
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Tre'nds. in fish and, :sl)l',.Lmp pr-oduction if.! A;sian 
:.... 3';'-: 
, 
" 
co unl:ries 
'1'1' order , to ·~t · ari idj3a of the t otal crusts"Csen production 
in Asian coun_ries as a ~ho le in comparisun with th~ t~t~l world 
,fish produ~t'ic:1 , ; thes9 ' ~t~"¥{~,, ar,e gli.v~ · in \ ·T~~le ' 5. The trends 
in production f rom tl'le,. Y9<i~ '19'77 to ' ~9!j"5 are sae.n in .the table. 
In the wrld fish prod,u.ction there is a steady inc~eBse from 
!~ • 
68.2 million, t c. nnes in . 1'.97,7 ,to nearly 76.5 million ' tonnes in 
+ - : /< • • I" • .; 
1983. The -to tc'.i." 'xA'land fiSh production in Asian countries shows. 
_ I ;"" ~ ' . 
the same in(:re asing trsnd fr(in. 4,,'2 ' in'illiuri to'~~';is -- in' 1977 to 
' ) , 
5.75 mi,llion toones. ,,TlJe marine fish productio,:, in A s'ian 
countries also i ndicate the s u me increasing trend' from 25.7 
million tonntls i,n 1977 'to 29~01 million t'6 nnes·· in ~1983 'e' The 
total crustac9an . !,roduCtion wit'" both inl:ariC! end mar'ine prodUction 
.. 
put together s:eadily.increases fr e m 2.7 milliDn~ tunnes in 1977 
td 3.2 million tonnes in 1983. 
further incrsGs 9 ' in all these • 
• 
from, 1983' t , 1985 there is still 
• 
The to t~ l fish prcduction in the different countries of 
Asia during the years ,977 to 1985 is shown in tabie 6 ,' The 
total fish prc ductio'n in india increases steaDily from 2.31 
million in 1977 to 2.81 million tonnGS in 1985 ~ It May be seBn 
that Japan r anks first and China second in the total ~ish 
productio n. In.ia has tho third pGsitic n among the Asian 
countries in t vtal fish · production. Koree comes next in 
po si.tiun. 
• - B -
A pi~ture of the t utal shrimp pruduction during the years 
1980 to j985 in the shrimp producing co untri~s uF Asis is seen 
~n table 7, the Figures representing the totals of both inland 
and marine shrimp landings. A study of the ~able would show 
, 
that .India ranks first in shrimp production amon'g the Asian 
countries, although a slight reductiun over the years 1980 to 
198, is noticed in the production. China, Thailand a~d Indonesia 
comes next; il') production in that order. From 1'984 China takes 
First rank. 
Gulland and Rothschild Ed(1984) have given revi~w papers 
on the shrimp fishery uf some of the Asian countries including 
India. 8rief summari~s taken frum this publication on the 
shrimp fishery of s" me of the Asian· countries are given below. 
China; Ye OQang Cheng (1984) has described the substantial 
shrimp fishary of ·Pohai 5aa and Yellow Sea contributed by the 
species lenaeus orient...ali~ or £.. chinensis. The species makes 
extensive migr Qt i ons uf ne a rly 1000 km from its nursery grounds 
in the inner poha i sea t o' wintering gro unds in t-he deeper waters 
of the Yellow se~, returning to spawn in the pohai sea in April-
May. This gives rise to 3 distinct fish e ry seasons, in autumn 
and spring in th~ puhai sea and in winter-spring in the yellow 
sea. Most of the catches 8.re taken in ~he autumn using set 
nets from small vessel s of less than 40 hp, and trawls operated 
by larger vessels upto 200 hp doing pair trawling. Catches have 
fluctuat~d b~tween 10,000 tonnes and 90,000 tonnes during the 
years 1965 to 1980 mainly due to variation in recruitment. 
Management measures are currently in force to prote~t the 
brood stock and young prawns, based on a bio-economic model, 
Which includes the eff e cts of growth and natural mortality of 
the popillation and the costs of fiJshing, determining the optimum 
fishing strategy. Protection of bruod stuck is achieved by 
unilateral closed fish ory for pra~ns in the spring fishing 
season in the seo north uf Chengshanton of Shandon9 province. 
. I 
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The regulations sti~late that th e opening dete for the autumn 
. ;"; . . . 
flshing seasons is 15th September. But th.e amount Of f lshing 
boef s' or · tt'l ~ effort is not st,fictly controUifd. "'The s t udy 
(Ve Chang ' Cheng 1984) based on bioeconomic model shows that it 
i s ' fund~mentally reasonable to sot tfi e date of commencement of 
fishing as 15th September. But cont r ol of. fishing effort is 
equally ' impurtant For 
study has p~t f o rwa~d 
corresponding fishing 
in cc n.flic~ with each 
pro~J r mana ge ment. For .. this purpose 
three goals ' of ma nagem~nt and t~~ir 
efFor.ts. , Th ase goals \If mall.a'Qemsnt. 
the 
are 
othe~, and their corr~po r:!ding ,optimum 
~~~ .. ~ 
efforts also differ greatly from each other. If it is intended 
• to obtain the optimum ~col)qmic result in the fishe,ty, it is , 
necessary to cut dQwn the. fishing effort but if the goal i s to 
increase emp lo yment oppor,tunities, econc mic bB"QBfit~ has ,t o be 
sacrificed and pcwer consumption incraased. 
t o have both at the same time. In essence, 
Jt, ! s ·n.ot cpossible 
the prawn fishery 
• 
managell1ent involves the distribution of yields, ecoljo'mic results 
- . . 
and resources , and many poli·tically and socially co.mplicatud 
factorS ~ The article provides scientif ic data jl nalys,is on 
bio eco n~ mic mu dels and 3 a lternative s For diFfer~ot goals of .. , 
'manageme'nt .mentioned abo ve and th eir co rresp ~ l1di.n.9 r esults 
work e d out. The author le~ ves it t o the ' poli9y-~ake r to work 
o ut .a ~easibl D and satisfa cto ry man age ment plan based on the 
f a ctors and op timum co nditions pres ente d in tl1l' study. However ', , 
t he only ma nagement measures being imp lBme nt~d at pr ~sant is 
the closed season for the yo ung prawns in the spring and the 
opening uf the fishery f or the adults in the autumn season by 
15th of September. 
Indonesia; Tot a l catches 
t vtalle d OV Cl r 100,000 tonnas 
of o ve r U.S. 3 200 million in 
of shrimp in Indonesian w at~ rs have 
annually with pa ak. export ear.nings 
, .. 
1980. Shrimps of the family 
a varie ty Gf traditional gears 
Altho ugh 42 species of penae,idae ar B caught both by ~nd by r e lative ly modern waters. 
, 
.. 
, 
l-
t 
• I 
. -
• 
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shrimps are f u und in these waters, about a ~ozen species of 
p~r.aeid shrimps contribute to the m~)or fishery, .6 P'lnaeid 
species of the genus £1..8naeu.~, 3 species of J'1etapenaeu8 and 
E\ 
and 3 ' spa cie s 0 f Parapenaeop sis. Out 
~f these panaeus mergu!ensis, Metapenaeus ensis and sis 
coromandelica constitute· the bulk of the catch. In addition smal 
sergestid and Mysid shrimps also play Impurtant role in the 
production and diet on a national scale, baing used to prepare 
the shrimp paste which is widely used in the daily food. 
Shrimp aro ' caught both by a variety of traditional gears 
such as tidal trap, lift net, gill net, Danish seine, beach seine 
a nd push net as well ~s modern trawl nets operated by trawlers. 
This had led to. conflicts between thf! .two groups, namely 
mechanised and non-mochanised sectors. Depletion and over 
exploitation in th il fishery has been observed alon.g with decrease 1 
in size of shrimps, in areas like Malacca Strait, east kalumantan 
krafura sea etc. These developments have led t o a series of 
m?nagement measures from 1973 onwards. Frum January 1981 trawling 
has been compl e tely banned through Indonesia except in the 
eastern ",.at e rs, as p", r the general ubjective of the Indonesian 
National Plan, which are to increa se fish production, · to improve 
the livelihoud of fishermen, to increase employment opportunities 
and tu maintain th a biological yield of the resources (Unar and 
l~a:Jmin 198.4). 
Before the banning of shrimp trawl operations, trawlers 
were encouraged to transfer their operations to uther fishing 
gear, such as purse seining, gill netting or even skipjack pole 
and line fishing, and ~ft loans ",ere provided to those who 
needed -them. After the banning was implemented, soft loans 
were also. provided t u small scale 'inshore fishermen to be able 
to equip their small vesslas with engines and ne", fishing gear. 
This ",as a crash programme to modernise their fishing operatiuns 
to take advantage of the r eduction in total effort. Landings 
can be expected to incrGase accurdingly. 
' :_"-11-
10 certain shrimp landing centres on the south coaet of 
J a va and' other a reas, where formerly trawling wae the pr~dominant 
.' . ' -
gear, ehrimp catch dropped by about SO percent and thereafter the 
catches a~e found to be rncreasing and they are still on the 
rise.- In the a reas where trawling has been banned, surveys are , 
cerried out to obs'e rve new developme nts in fishing gear; ehrimp 
landfngs and, sO ,cio-economic aspects of the shrimp industry. 
Bott~m ' gillnettiog fu I' shr'imp~ is developing in" ~~t banned areas. 
Experiment"~ l fishing con'duc'ted in these areas about ten months 
after the benning was implemented gave remarkable. higli c<!tches 
of ehrimp, ~owing that the ~tu ck -is recovering .. ', The hi~i:i'lIt 
percentage of shrimp 1.10 rkers euff'er ing" frum the ~Bnning ar,e 
those who we,re involved in pO ,at harvest activitiea,. such - es " 
processing and marketing in areas where trawling was concentrated 
, . 
such as in t.h~ north sumatra province. The need · of designing 
new management alternativee in errimp fisheries for such areas 
is urgent. However, more details on the recovery . of ~tre ' fi'shery 
after the impi'ementation of 'banning of shrimp trawl operatiilns, 
and !lata on shrimp landings in these are,as after 1981 a~e not 
available. 
· .. #~ •• 
Gulf between_~an a.0~~he Arabian pe~i~~~: 
According to van ZaHnge (19S4) the, cat'ches of shrimp in 
, , -
the Gulf atep are dominated by a single species pertaeu$ semleulcatus. 
Production by large scale industrial fleets expanded rap.idly in 
/ 
19605. ' In Iran landings reached a top of 9600 tonnB6 in 
, . 
1964-65 and in Kuwait maximum of 3325 tonnes in 1966-67. In 
industr ial landings from Seudi Arabia/Sahrain wete·rs wiue -also 
quite high in this time, reachin'g the maximum of 7400 tonnes in 
1973-74. Aft e r this period thera is a general dacline in these 
waters in the industrial fish,ery, as can be no.t4.ced in the total 
catch 'figuraa givan in Table.7. A conspicuous .fall In recruitment 
and total. catch is evident. Conservation of the fishery and 
proper man~gement measures" halle be come necessary. 'Mos t<,· countries 
t , 
J 
• 
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ha~e introduced a closure of the : fishery for varying lengths of 
time at the beginning of the fishing season in the period 
february to 'June. This method of closed season is followed by 
5audi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qater and the Unlted Arab 
Emeratus and Iran. 
Trends in marin!; .• ~b!iinp p,roduction in India 
A study of the trend in the total production (Table B & 
Fig.1) of shrimp from the mechanised and non-mechanised sectors 
over the past 25 years shows that from 1962 through 1968 the 
• 
catch remained below 100 tho usand tonnes, altho ugh increaSing 
at a steady level. From 1969 onwa',ds to 1973 there was a steep 
increase, the catch .almost doubling by this time. After 1973 
there was fluctuation from year to year, the production decre2s~~ g 
in 1974 to 170 th01.jfand tonnes, ~81Biing the maximum of 220 j 
thousand tonnes in 1975 and again/down to less than 200 thousand 
tonne's in subse Ll uent years. The shrimp production f':igures fo r 
1979 stands at 1,77,5B2 tonnes. It further declines to 1,44,969 
tQnnes and 1,61,945 tonpes respectively in 1981 and 1982 and again 
rises to 1,92 ,012 tonnes and 1,88,211 tonnes in 1984 and 1985 
respectively. The trend in triennial average catch (using 
1962-64 as basD period) shows an overall increase of above 
125% in the landings from 1962-64 to 1972-76, declin~ng there-
after to slightly less than 100% in 1977-79, 85% in 1980-82 
and rising ag ain to nearly 120% in 1983-85. 
Production fro~ west and east coasts of India 
It is a weil known fact that the west coast of India 
eccounts for over 80% of tha total marine prawn landings. As 
a result, the trend in the catches of this coast datermines 
the trend in the total landings. This is clearly seen in the , 
trend of catches of west coast, ,remaining at a steady level upto 
1968, thereafter, showing steep increase upto 1973 and then 
fluctuating during the subsequent years with a declining trend. 
The ~ercentage of increase and decrease in' the triennial everage 
over the years is the same as that of the total landings. 
, 
• 
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The picture of tha trend in catches alo~g the ~ast coast 
is ·qui't~ :different. fqrming only . less~h~~ 2~ .~f , th; totel 
landings, tne catchlls remained below 12 thousand tonnes upto 
. ~ . '-' ... . 
1966. In 1967, a sharp incre~ase to above 24 tho uSl!nd to,nnes is_ 
. .., .... '-: ' :" •. ' . ...... - .-
noticed and this is kept up in the subsequent year .also. Then, 
there fs a ,steep decline through 1972 to th's 1966 level. Once 
again, · the catches rise 
thousand tonnes in 1975 
and reach the maximum of above -28 
4~ ". 
with ·s1.ight reducnens ' in '1978 and 1979. 
, , 
Altho ugh there is a ' sharp decline ifl- the ' catl:hes during 1970-72 
. " 
the overall increase in percentage in the triennial- average ' is 
a'bout 150. 
• 
. 
It may be pointed out here that altho~gh the quantity of 
. ~ 
prawns landed along 
the ,east cGast, the 
the west coast is much higlfer than t ,hat" of 
species like eenaeus monodon and 
~ .' t E. Semisulcatus with comparatively much higher unit, values are 
landed more from the east coact. 
. . 
Hence, valwwiee the produc-
tion 
that 
of shrimp on the 
the .. quantitativa 
-f " · .-.:o..w 
east coast is of a much higher order than 
I • " . • ~ 
figure.s of landings !llone wo.uld ir)dicate. 
'-
" , . 
The major contt:ibution of the fisher'y being from the 
west coast, the general trend ~n the total pro~uclio~ is set 
. .' 
by the landings of this coast, in which Maharashtra and ~erala 
states accv unt for the bulk of the catch (Table 9). Along 
. . 
Karala and Karnataka coasts the highest catches were re~rded 
in 1973 and 1974 respectively with subsequent decrease. In 
Kerala slight improvement was noticed from 1976 onwards, but 
, ' , 
during 1979 therB was a oecline, reaching an all time low in 
' . ' the previous eleven years showing improve'ment again in 1980. 
' In Karnataka there' was 'conside,rable impro vement in landings in 
1978, but going down in 1979 and 1980. On the east coast both 
Andhra PradeSh and Tamil ' Nadu show Significant iniproveme'nt in 
shrimp landings in recent ye~rs. 
, , 
. ,l' 
• 
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An idea of the quantity of non-penaeids in the total 
sh"rlmp fishery c~n' btl obtained from Fig. 1. While the ncin-
penaeid prawns contr ib'ute to mo st of the landings in Plaharashtra. 
the catches are exclusively contributed by penaeid prawns along 
Kerala coast. Along the GuJarat coast also the catches are 
partl'y contributod by no n"l'penaeid prawns. On th,e east coast. 
Whil~ nLn-p enaeid prawns contributed very little in the fishery 
in Tamil Nad u • fairly go od representation of these , prawns is 
~een in the catches of Andhr a PradeSh. Thus it is ' seen that in 
Maharashtre s tate in the west coast and Andhra Pradesh on the 
east co ast large quantities o f non-penaeid praw~s contributa to 
the shrimp fishery. • 
Apart from the taxonomical difference betwe e n these two 
types of prawns belonging to different families. the mOst 
important Single factor of commercial s ign if~cance which 
di fferentia t es these prawns is the size. the non-penaeid prawns 
be~n~ vary much smaller in total length compared to the other 
penaeid prawns. The total length of the most domin~nt non-
penaeid prawn in the fishery, namely Acetes indicus along 
Maharashtra coast doe s not exceed 3.0 or 3.5 am. Another 
significant foctor t ~ b8 noted in the shrimp production of 
india is th 9t it is in the areas whe r e only penaeid shrimps 
contribute t o the f isher y that depletionary tendencies are 
evident. pro bably brought about by the ever increasin9 demand 
for the expo rtable variet ies of shrimps and consequent over 
explo itation. , 
5. BIOLOGY OF' SHRIMP F'lSHERY OF' INDIA 
Brief reviews of the biology of the important species of 
shrimps contributing to the fishery of India. documented in 
various publicatidhs are given in Appendix 1. About 62 species 
of shrimps of the family penaeidae.of which, some are" either 
commercially exploited at present or have great commercial 
-
I 
,j 
, . 
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potentialities, occur in the Indian waters. The others belong 
to famili ti es 5 ergestidae , Palaemonidae, Oploph~r idee ,. H~pPOl ytia da 
Pandalidae and Atydae , all grouped under non-penaeid shrimps. 
Both penae id sHrimps and non~penaeid g, rimps are rapresente d in 
the fishery. Howev er , t he no'n-penaeid shrimps being very small 
in size are not a t all important from the export point of view, 
but only used for loca l cons umption . 
' The dis tri bution of the spe cie s in different areas of 
the coast is s i gnific (mt, details o f which ma.y be obtained from 
the Appendix . Howa ver , ,an import ant point wor1<h'Y of mention 
here is that non-p enao id shrimps contribute to a large extent in 
th e fishery of Maharashtra state in th e west coast and Andhra 
Pradesh on t he east co ast. In othe r a re as the penaeid shrimps 
a lmost exclusi vel y contri bute to t he shrimp fishery except in 
Guj arat, wh er a also non-penaaids ar e present to some extent. 
Among the panaeid shrimps Parapenaeopsis stylifera, Metapenaeus 
~~, ~~~enaeu~ arfi~~ , Metapenaeus monoceros, penaeu~ 
indic~ , ,~~  ~misulca~ Pena~  .mer9uien~i6, Penaeus 
monodon and Sol ano cera crassicornis are the most important. 
_ '" _c.......--..,.. .. 
Of the non pa nae id shrimps ~2tes in~ic~, Nematopalaenon 
tenuipes, Ex~lP~olysm~ t a ~nsirostris and Exopalaemon 
atyliferus a ro t h e domin ant species. Break up of important 
s pe cies in ehe shrimp cat ch es of th e country and their perce nt-
a ge s durin g th e yea rs 1 90 0 and 1 981 a re given in Table 10. 
The to p r anK ing pos i t ion in abun dance is taken up by 
P. ~t.1.!..\f~~' or fl • . do.b.sp!li or ~. ~ r.l ic_u.~ varying from ye ar to 
year. As i ndi cate d in the tab l e , whil e R. stylifer ~ was 
d ' t ' 19bO A. i ndi cus was the dominant specie s in 1981, om1.nan 1. 11 _ _ ___ . 
mo stly har veste d fro m Mah ara sht~a , Andhra Pradesh and Guj arat. 
The most si~nifi ca nt faa t ur e in the distribution mf shrimp 
speci e s along th e r Ggi ons of Indian coast line is the 
similarit y be tween the co as t s of Maha rashtra and , AMdhra Pr adesh, 
non-penae ids be ing r epresented in l arge abundance and the 
number of s pecies o f penaeids also quit e high. 
t 
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6. MOVEMENT AND r~IGRATION STUDIES ON SHRIMPS BY MARK 
RECOVERY EXPEf{ ME NTS • 
• 
Ta~gi,ng of d.i,fferent species of shrimps in the fishery 
was initiated in CMFR I in ' 1972 by using the Petersen disc 
tagging method. A total of 3,189 tagged shrimps. mostly Penaeus 
- . 
indicus, Matapenaeus dobsoni, M. affinia, aDd 
. -
releaseq from Goa (424 numbers), Cochin (1564 
Medras (1201 numbers) between 1972 and 1974. 
j!. monoceros 
nuniber s ), and 
A recovery of 
were 
2.1% 
was obtained, indicating localised movements, ranging to a-
maximum of 19 km from the - place of release, except a specimen of 
,tl. ,dobsoni recovered 60 km away from the spot of release and 
another 25 km away after' ~ , period of 10 and ,8 days from rele ase 
respectively. In all these placds none of the shrimps released 
in tha backwatErs were recovered from the sea. 
During the years J976 to 1980 more concentrated efforts 
were ma'da in ta,yging of shrimps at Cochin USing the loop tag 
and releasing the m in the seB as well as in the backwaters. Out 
of a t otal of 15,83B s hrimps p. indicus and M. dobsoni released 
, -
in the sea of f Cochin, 1.6% w~r e reco~ered, all of them within 
a period of a fortnigh t after r e lease and upto 10 km from the 
site of release , indi cating only extremely limited movement. ' 
From 38,233 juvp,c1.'..e shrimps released in the backwaters of 
Cochin during these year s daly 0.8% was recovered. Among these 
recoveries only 6 ,specimens of ..e,.' indic~ were obtained from 
the sea. 
Although these results may probably be taken as pointin g 
to the fact that the emigrant shrimps from the backwaters of 
Cochin. are not the sole support of the shrimp fishery in the sea 
and that part of, the brood produced in the sea . remains there 
itself, only part of it imigrat.ing into the inside ' wa'ters, ' 
further confirr..atory evide nce is necessary. 
Extensive tagging experiments conducted by CMFRI through 
the National tagging programme during the years in 1981 end 1982 
has yielded valuable information on migration of shrimps. 
- 17 - • 
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' Th'~'loOp ~'tag made up.of colourep plastic str"ip 18 mm long, :3 mm 
, Wid~ and 0:5 "~m thick WaS th~" ta g used in the st,tldies. The 
, . . 
metho,d ' of ,t.agging and some o f the important results obtsllned by 
tagging expefi'ments are given in d~tai1 in I'1F"IS 'No.5 (1982). 
In tlie'· earlier years the thrust was to study the' emigration of 
the shrimps P. indicus and 1'1. dobsonl from Cochin backwaters 
~ - '-- -
and to ~etermin e how mu~h , t ~e sh~imp fisher ~ off Coc~i ~ is 
" . " , . . ~ -
sustaine d by e migr a tiun from the Cochin backwaters. The small 
, , 
perce'ntage. of re cove ries of tagged shrimps in this study indica t e s 
, . 
t .hat of1ly a fra ction of. s hrimp population from the eochin back-
waters ' contributes to t he stDck tha t sup po rts a yea,r long, shrimp 
fishery off eochin. Ob v io us-ly. th e marin e shrimp stuck is sust-
• • ',1. 
ained by input s fr om o the r sources a lso, either by ingress fro m 
elsewhere or by s e l f repl e nishment o~ both. Here th e probabi lity 
of part of th e shrimp populatio n, the co mposite "species of which 
utilise the e s t ua ries as nu~sety qro unds, complGtin~ the life 
cycle l in the s ea itse lf 9a'nnot be ruled out. In fact i-t ma.y have 
to be concluded that this, is taking place . / 
Some r esults obta ined by long dista nt recoveries of 
.E. indic.us t agge d a nd r .. l Hased in eochin harb,our area and r e co-
ve red From Tinne veli co astal' waters on the east coast uptc a 
maximum of 380 km a way from eochin aft e r a lap~e of about 60 to 
100 days, defi~itely throw new light on the migration of this , 
species and rai~es several questi o ns as the ' sto'ck' and recruitment 
of this shrimp in th e fishery at different plac ~ s , including the 
south east coa st. One signiF ica"t po int e merging from this l on g 
distant tagged shrimp recova ri a C is that atleast part of the 
fishery of P. indicus a lo n~ the south east coast, if ' not the 
whole, is sup port e d by a s t o ck re cruited f rom ' Cochin , area • 
. 
However, the s e recove ries r a ise mora que stions than answers. 
for instance , one que s tiLi n is w,ha t p2 rt of the population of 
\ 
.E. indicus occurrin g in C~ chin a re a undertakes the southerly 
migrati~~ and contribute s ', t o the fishe ry an the south e ast 
c Ll ast? The a ns wer to this questio n is. e ssential to d~~ermine 
the sta ck p :.; sition o f Co chin e rea. Th e second questi 9n is 
' J 
• 
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wh'at route dOGS these migrating specimens take, through deeper 
wa~ers or along the inshore regions? The question arisee 
because not a single tagged shrimp involved in this southerly 
migration \Jas captuted in the trawl fisheri ope~ating off 
Neendakara and Alleppey region located enroute, inspite of large I 
scale publicity and propaganda including awards for recoveries 
in that region. The question also arises whether, like the 
re,ctuitment by migration from Cochin taking place in south. east 
coast, recruitment into the Cochin pra\Jn ground takes place frgm 
northern regions of Kerala and Karnataka coaS ts. The 31"!swer to 
some of these questions may greatly change our application of 
the characteristics of the Shrimp popUlation in these waters. 
More elaborate mark recapture experiments \Jill heve to be 
executed end results obtained to gat at solutions of ,some of 
these problems. 
One important problem which could be studied by tagging 
and mark recapture eXperiments is to, arrive at m~ rtality and 
recruitment parameters essential for understandin,g population 
dynamics in tho proper sense. For this, intensiye time-bound 
mark recovery experiments by tsgging has to be conducted on 
, , 
selected sizes of particular species in a fishing ground, like 
for instance in the £. stylifera (Karikkady) 'fishery of 
Neendakara. Thousands of shrimps, should be tagged and 
r e leased within a sh~ft span of time, and based on the recove~y 
of thes3, the parametars can be statistically worked out 
reliab ... y, 
co-operation , NO\J here the . of, the publJ.c at 
fishermen in particular is absolutely essential t . . 
large 
Wide 
and 
publicity 
through various media and communication about the experiments 
, should be given in order to increase the awareness of people, 
Probably higher incentives shc.uld ba g,iven to the fishermen 
for return, of the' r'3'covere d specimens promptly. With all 
these it should be possible t o solve some of the P!ublems in 
the study ... f shrimp population dynamics. 
• 
7. EXPLOITATION Of 5HRI~P fISHERY 
Indi geno us t e~!J.n.i~ 
• 
[i shing Craf_~ 
A variety of indigenous crafts is used in shrimp fishing, 
from the simr.: 16 catamal'ans of the east · cua st to the wallbuilt 
ca noes, of Mahara shtra un the west coas't. I'Iotorised canoes 
and pablu boa t s and small and larg" size·d trawlers ar.e engage d 
in shrimp trewling. Ramamurthy & Muthu (1969) gave · a detailed 
review of th ~ fishing ~rafts and gear~ e mpl oyed in th. ·shrimp 
fishery of thE co untry. Although the process or ~echanisatio n 
of crafts ha s bee n in prugress for t~ past s everal years, 
indigenous cr af ts like cat~maran, c8ng es and plankbuilt boats 
are still ope r a ting in t.he traditi cn<l l sector. According to 
1980 ce nsus conducted by CMfRI there we r e 1,34,7-41 hon-mechanise d 
cr aft s in the cuuntry. 
Catamaran~: The catamarans are primitive 
of 3 t o 
type of crafts use d on 
5 logs of light woo d the surf beaten coast, conSisting 
tie d t c gethe r in. a raft fashion. In different areas the size 
and number of the logs used vary slightly. Usually 2 to ". men 
operate the craft. 
Canoes: Th e dugout canoes are most common along the west coast, 
ma de by hollowing out a Single log of woo d and of varying siz es 
frGm 6 t o 12 m l ength. 80at seines , s ho re seine s, gill nets 
and cast ne t s a re op e ra ted ~o m the s e ca noes, ofte n with a 
crew of 4 to 3 me n. Plank-built ca nJes, out-rigge r canoe s 8nd 
flat-bottom co nCH S a r e also in use in different areas. 
Plank ~built boa ts: These are sturdy bo a ts used in the northe rn 
part o f both a ast and west co asts . used for bag nat fishing. 
Manned by 7 t o 12 men, these are co nside r e d most suited for 
me ch anisa t i o n and quite a numbe r of th e m has been already 
me chanised. Th e length ranges from 6.5. to 13.0 · ~~ 
L- ". ' 
• 
• 
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Various types of plank-built boats have been indigenously 
• 
evolved on the basis of their suitability f-or operations in the 
r e spe ctive l o cal conditio ns. , 
lliblng gea!,! 
As in the case of fiahing crafts. a variety of indigenc u's 
gears are ope rate d f or capturing shrimps. Nearly 0.7 million 
ge ars of assorted types ore op e rated in the country as per the 
1980 cens us. Ramamurthy & Muthu (1969) reviewe d the diffe re nt 
types of gears in ope ration in shrimp fishing. According t o 
the' mode of '- pe ratib n the gea rs can be grouped und e r th e 
following ~ etegori " s •• 
[jxed or st ~ tio ne ry ne t s : Th e se include the various typ e s and 
size s of ba g ne ts an d stake ne ts op e r a ted against the flow of 
th& tide in bo th insho re and brackish watar areas . The bo g 
nets co ns t it ute th e mo st important gears for shrimp fiShing 
in 8u mbay and Gujara t co asts, wh ur e th e y are .locally called 
. . 
'Do l ne t s '. Oepending on the manne r in which thes e nets ar e 
upe rate d there a re two types, name ly Khunt fishing and Sus 
fishing. The n 8ts ar e conica l in Shap e with a wide 
r e cta ngular mouth. Th e size varia s considerably, from 12 to 
200 m in length, with cod and mesh size of 10 mm. Th e re a r e 
diff ere nt types of bag nets ope rated in West 8e ngal and Andhr a 
Pradesh also, locally known as 8ehundi j a l and Thoka ~ 
respective ly in thesa two areas. The fix e d nets known as stake 
ne ts a re in. ope ratio n in the backwaters of west coast as well 
as a.ast co ast. 
5e i ne __ ne ts. Th e s e i n" ne t s in clude t he se ines with or' without 
bag s (and win gs). They ~ r e known as bua t -seines or shore 
seine s dep e nding upo n ' whe the r t~8 y a re hauled from a boat or 
from til e bepch . One o f the impo; t e nt gears operated by the 
i ndi genous craft a long K er ~ la coas t is t he boat s e ine known as 
~~~. va1 a of vario us dimensions, usua lly operated by two 
dugout ca no es with 6-10 men. Boat seine s of different type s 
a nd dimensions a r e in op e r a tion for catching shrimps in oth:n 
a r eas a l s o. 
l 
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. 
,. ... 1 t:Qough the shore seines are mostly used. for ~ tching 
inshore peiagic fishes, prawns are also caught in thes~ nets. 
6hore seines of , varying sizes are in use in all the areas of 
the coastli'ne. 
. -
Cast nhs '01' falUM nets :' 'i.'hese &.re very common..and .. primitive 
gears used all &. long the coast and limited in their efficiency. 
'I'hey are operated by a single person very near. tl)e s~ore in 
the open sea a s~ well as in the creaks and estuaries. The size 
of the net varies from 2.5 to ,6.0 m in radi~s with webbing of 
mesh size 10 to 20 mm~ T.he net is c;FIst fully spread and as 
it closeS traps the fishes and prawns in the water column 
below the- net. 
" 
Scoop nets or skimming nets : These are employed exclusively 
in the' creaks and backwa t ,ers and comprise of the 'hand net, 
push net and lift net. The Chinese ~ip net~ of Ke~~ back-
waters are a type of lift nets. 
Drift nets The .rift nets are passive wall nets of selective 
na ture, also callen gill nets !lldde of cotton., hemp or synthetic 
, 
fibre. The 6ill nets are at present increasingiy used in 
fishing l arger sized shrimps from the sea . in certain regions. 
,\ 
Trammel n et: This i s a type of gill net recently introduced 
in the fishery a long 'l'amil l'Jadu coast from 1984 onwclrds. In 
the trammel net there ~are tilree l a yers the middle one h&.ving 
smaller mesh of 45 mm size and one upper and ,lower layer each 
with larger mesh 01' 400 mm size. The "tradi "tional ,gill net 
locally known in Tamil l'Iadu as "=ra Valai- is of uniform , -
45 mm mesh size. Unlike this net, the trammel net has at the 
bottom l ead as weights at regular intervals o'f 15 cm so that 
the net gets buried to a depth of about at least 10 cm in 
the silt sand or muddy bottom of the fishing ground. The 
overalL leng th and breadth of this three-layered, net· is 120 
\ 
• 
'. 
• 
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to 200 m an~ 2.5 to 3.0 m respec1;i vely. 'l'his net is ·locally 
• 
called in Tamil Nadu as "l'lani valai" or popUlarly "disco'· net,i. 
hn unusual b~mber catch of Indian white prawn Pena~us indicus 
from i{Qvalam bay nt;ar ,'!aaras Vias rt::ported recently by operation 
of tht::se nets (GI~oE'KI, 1985). Inciden~ily, in the reportt of 
, 
the Kalavar (;omJllission subcnitted to the Government of Kera~a 
in 1985 it is recommended that this type of trammel nets · ge 
introduced in specified nucnbers in the fishery of the various 
districts of the state. ' 
i'lodern Technqlogy - Shrimp trawling 
·Mecht..nj,sed cl'afts • 
i'iotorisa tion of the indigenous crafts was the first step 
in the mechanisation of shrimp fishing. In due course many 
d~signs of sma~l and mt::diucn sized mechanised boats to be 
operated from harbours and sheltered bays were ill-troduced. 
'fhe num"ber of Clechanised crafts currently in operation is 
nea rly 19,OClO. Shrimp tra~Tling is mostly carried out by the 
Dan boats (6.6 x 2.2 x 1.0 m), pablu boats (7.4 x 2.1 x 1.05 m) 
and shrimp traw.lers (9.6 x 3.0 x 1.2 m and above). The horse 
power of the s';naller bOdts ranged .from 10 to 60. The larger 
of these boats ~re p~rtly or fully ,decked and with trawling 
winches. La;'ger stee l trawlers fitted with 90-300 HP engines· 
and refrigerated fish holds are operated by some of the big 
firms as wei::' a:;; the .t0cploratory Fisheries Project~ of the 
Government. The larger tr"wlers nucnber 75-100. 
'rrawl nets 
With th~ increase in demand for shrimps for processing 
a nd export, a long with the mechanisation of the fishery stern 
trawling, ~rticularly for shrimps, was attempted even with 
small mechanised boats !lnd met with unprecedented succes.s. 
Conseq~ent tc the expansion of the shrimp industry in a big 
wa y this new fi ~hing method has coine to stay, although 
• 
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, 
indigenous crafts and gears are also being opsrated f~r catching 
shrimps to a c~rtain extent .• 
Otter trawls are the most .effEctive g.ears operated for 
shrimp fisl),ing, the Sizes of t Ile trawl nets varying with the 
size.s of the crafts from which they are operated. Generally 
t~o or four seam trawl nEts, overhang or non-overhang type" 
with headline length of 7-27 m between the upper wing ends 
are used • . Depending on the · dimensions of thE' net and the 
towing po\~er required the size and weight of the otter boards 
vary. The Indian Standards Institution has also brought out 
requisi te standards for the stern trawling gears :for·-the · 
different c~~ss of vessels. 
Several new designs of trawling gear were introduced 
during the l u st few years. Design of a 15.25 m foUr-seam trawl 
. 
for operatio~ from a 9.45 m trawl"r is very popular. In addition 
~o these tra wls, bulgEd belly trawls are also in use ~ A 15 m 
bulged belly trawl sui table for 10,97 ill trawler is bed-ng 
increasingly used, ~ome of the l a rger trawlErs are resorting 
to out-rigger' trawling. 
Catches, fishing effor~ and CPUE 
Description of the fishery · 
if. SEction of thE shrimp fishery of the country continues·· 
with · the traditional crafts and gears, while mechanisation i s 
slowly repla cing the indigenous sEctor in sever.al areas, The 
major develOpment in mechanisation of shrimp f~s ry took 
, . . 
pla ce in the fifties with -'the introduction o~  ·mp_ trawling 
and at present trawling i;' being increasinglyflfl~:ici:tsect in 
most of the a reas, In, addition some of the ',i n d'igenous gears 
. . 
like the 'dhol n.o ts' .of i'laharashtra and gill nets. of other 
. "-.. . 
a reas a re operated by "me,chanlsed boats', Table 11 would 
~ -- ', indicate the extent of shrimps landed in the country. . by the 
, 
.. -.... 
• 
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mecHanised and non-mechanised sectors (uvera&e tor the past 
. 6 years). 
£ffect of· effort on catch 
The pruw~ ~tches and corresponding effort put ,in for 
their exploit",.tion in the different States for the five 'years 
1979 to 1983 ure studied (Fig.2)~ It is seen from the data 
tQut the catch per unit effort fluctuated over the· years 
without any specific trend in all the States except Andhra 
Pradesh dnd probably Orissa fQr which State sufficient data 
• for all the five YEars is not available. From this it would 
appear tha t in these two sta·tes the effort ·could prob!:lbly be 
increased to n certain extent, as thE catoh .per unit effort 
increases as the eff ort i ncreases. 
8. i.JVEHi'ISHING OF S1iHI1>tPS 
In genEral thE total production of shrimps in the country 
hu s shown a declinE from th~ highest .levels reached in 1973 
and 1975. HoweVEr, a s sEeon in thE. triennial average shown 
in Fig.1 the ;>l'oduction is showing a tendency to increase in 
recent years. Howt;ver, when some of the individual states 
a rE considere1 the rEgular deo clining t endency, probably due 
to overfishing is ~vident. rtegion-wise stock assessment only ~ 
will show t~c exuct position • . ~ven in a state, anulysiS of 
the produc~ion and 
necessary in order 
place or not . 
populi .. tion data in different areas would be ' 
I 
t o understand whether overfishing is taking '" 
Le vels of exploitation and maximum sustainable yield 
For aSSEssment of shrimp stocks in the fishing ground 
various a nulytical methods a r E used. By using one of the 
IIlodels b", sed on l <lw of diminishing rEturns, ie., in a heavily 
exploited stock t he catch per unit effort(CPUE) generally 
de creases e. s t he eff ort i ·ncreas€s, making it possible to plot 
•• 
. -
, • 
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the yieid C.l)rve from which the maximum sustainable y~eld (1'i5Y) 
. ~ . . -
could be determined, the l'iSY and the correspo'nding optimum 
effort of some of the important shrimp l a nding centres of the 
country hbv€ been worked out. These are given in table 12 
. ' . 
along with the actual catch of the respective centres in 1980. 
F~om the table it is clear that for the f~sheries around 
Sasson dock in Bombay, Karwa,r, l>1angalore , cali cut , Cochin, 
I~eendakara, I·Jandapam. and l>1adras the indication . is ' tf'!at 
increasing the effort beyoncl the optimum v.ulue · 15" 'no1: likely 
to increase the yield. In places like Kakinada and waltair 
in Andhra . Pradesh the level of fishiflg effort so far does not 
have any a d:verse effect 'on the yield and the effort in 
operations could be increased. 
In Kerala S3ate the decreasing trend in production of 
shrimps over the years in the fishery is very m~ch evident 
in most of the important centre s of shrimp fishing, especially 
at Neendakara, tht::! most importa nt centre for the shrimp 
trawling, as seen by the relationship be tween CPUE-and effort. 
There is defihite indica tion thnt increasing ~he effort beyond 
a purticular level is not ~ikely to increase the yield to any 
extent. At ' Ncendakara from the peak fishing in 1973 and 1975 
there ha s ' be en considerablt::! decrease in the total catch as 
well as catch per unit effort in the subsequent y~ars, exc ept 
in one or two years when there were slight incl'~ases .. This 
t endeclCY of, decline in catch and CFLJB is seen in most of the 
centres in -the state und thus the decline is refl ected in the 
-total shrimp fishery of Kerala Sta te. ..lthough the general 
tendency of che decline in the shrimp cdtchtS is evident in 
the total prawn fishery of the country. no other maritime 
s tate is as badly affected by overfishing as Kerala. 
. , 
• 
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One of the most important f a ctors leading to the general 
. , 
decline in the shrimp fishery of particular States or the 
country as a whole upp~ars ,to be the excessive effort on a 
r esource' whi ch was in ~ more limited than it was earlier 
thought" to be . l 'he coastal shrimp fishing grounds of the 
country is limited to c.t t the most tho: 80 m' depth zone. 
Indications a vailable so f~r from ~xploratory and experimental 
fishing oper~tion r esults ~re that beyond this depth zone 
very little exploi~blc shrimp r ~source exist except in some 
regions in very de ep wa ters on the continental slope beyond 
th~ 200, m depth area, which is beyond the reach of the existi 
fiShing fl ee t of s~ller Vessels. The zone upto the 80 m 
depth region is ~ t the moment exploited to the maximum extent 
in some of t he states like Kera l a , by a combination o~ effort 
exerted by mechanised sector as well as traditional sector, 
except, perhaps" limited areas which are not accessible for 
,the smaller mechanised vessels conductihg single day operations. 
For all practical purposes the presently eXploited -level of 
shrimp fishery from the inshore coa stal zone may be considered 
as almost a t the saturetion level with possible increas~s 'or 
decreases this wa y or that way depending on nutural fluctu-
u. tions caused by environmental features a nd ether factors: 
The stock position, calculation of N::iY a t ' important, centres~ 
trend in yield curves und the recruitment studies all point 
to this fact tha t the r esource available in the existing 
fishing grounds is limit~d to a particular level in several 
, 
centres ulong the cOdstline and exploitation beyond this 
l evel will lead only to decline and overfishing. ·However, 
along the east coast ,in SOIDe States like Andhra Pradesh, 
Orissa and \,est B"ngal there are po.ssibili ties of increasing 
the yield by further proper exploitation. 
Closely allied to the fact of limitation of resources 
in the exploited grounds is the indiscriminate addition 'of 
mechanised vessels and power fishing into the fishery as a 
-
• 
< 
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causative, f a ctor for the depletion of the resources where-
ever it is noticed. Therefore the input of further effort 
into the fish~ry hu s to be viewed with a proRer ruanugement 
a pproach. , 
Destructi ve effects Of trawl j 0i and 1 pfJ penCe _on cert.a j n 
species 
As a r esult of the mode of op era tion in the trawl fishing 
the fact cannot be denied that an indiscriminate sweeping 
of the bottom of the S6a in the fishing groun~ is ~~king 
place. This might r esult in the possibl e destruc~ion of 
quite a lot of young ones of the f ishes appearing a s by ca tch 
in the nets. On an avera ge in Kera l a the by-catch includes 
tra sh fish and tabl e fish of the dewersal varieties, both 
young and udul t U1nount to - ne9-rly 60 to 70% of the total catches 
and the r est o,nly is contributed by shrimps. The' percentage 
of by-ca tch i~ the trawl nets a long other parts of the Indian 
coast is in fa ct, mUCh more. In these by-catChes there are 
wide vclria tions in the con~titution of the species belonging 
to several vari eties bo'th area-wise and s ea"son-wise. It is 
true that in some s ea sons in severa l of the a reas l a rge 
quantiti es of young ones of some of th~ costly demersal table 
fishes are being ca ught i n the nets, r esulting in wastage of 
t he r esounces. Even i n t he ca se of shrimps also sometimes 
during the peak season of the fishery in pla ces like Neendakara 
good quantiti es of undersized shrimps a r e caught, r esulting 
in under utilisation of the r esourc es. These are definitely 
some of the disadvan tages of the i ndiscriminate fishing a s a 
r"e sul t of the trawl net operations a nd these also needs 
ccl r Eful study for proper managecuent of the fishery. 
Rnalysi s of t he da ta of species composition in the trawl 
cu tches of snriru ps ,for thE past sever a l years clearly indica t e 
in the a ll India l evel the percentage r epresentation of 
E.stylifera hCt S increased qnd tha t !':i.-dobsoni de~reased the 
• 
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former species taking the first · pluce rel,egat.ing the latter 
to a second place in the total abundance in recent years. 
This is a fact noticed in the shrimp fishery of most of the 
States of the west coast. However, both of the' species are 
of the smaller variety of the exported prawns, so that this 
change of species do not in any way affect the export industry. 
The impact of mesh SiZE reduction. of the trawl nets on 
the shrimp catches was studied by Sudhakara Rao et al (1980) 
in Kakinada shrimp fishery in "ndhra· Pradesh. From the 
• analysis it is clear that the fishing with small mesh sized 
n'ets has resulted in a change in the species composition in 
t_he ca tches und <:.150 Qecrease in the sizes of the constituent 
Spe.cies. 'the change in sp eci es composition is brought about 
by the a~p€:D.·ro.nce of large quanti ti es of a small sized non 
pen<.leid shrimp of the g6nus hcetes which ~s not found in the 
catChes of the nets of larger mesh sizes. This has naturally 
broug'ht down the sizes of the shrimps caught • . In addition 
a general reduction of the sizes of the conventional species 
u lso was noticed us a result Of . the rishing with nets of 
smaller ll1.:sh sizes. While mentioning these facts it ¥ly alsq 
be pointed out that the trawl net fishery has helped in 
loea ting new resources like that of Nemepterus japonicus 
along some areas 'of the coast, especially south w~st coast. 
, 
The problems connected with shrimp resource management 
revolves round (1) management of the resource at the ,earlier 
phase of tne concerned species in r elation to r ecruitment 
in and out of the bra ckish wa ter systems and (2) proper 
management of the adult populi... tion in the fishing grounds 
in order to limit the ~xp~oitation at the op.imum level of 
sustaina bl e yi eld. ~s far as the earlier phaS€ of the 
shri~p is concerned, a proper un~erstanding 'of the , breeding 
season, ehe migratory pattern particularl¥ bathymetrical, 
recruitment to .he bro.ckish water r egion and growth pattern 
I , 
'. 
, 
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of juveru.l:es are necessary for a management approach to the 
luaintenance of the resource in relation to tile, pr.';'fishing 
p~se. ~~ regards the resources in the fishing, ~~ounds, a 
close monitoring of the cc::.tch rates; catch per uni,t effort; 
si'zes C?f the component species and their recr.u1tment and 
mortality rates will be necessary. Depletion in shrimp stocks 
are probab~y indicated by (1) catch rate decrease regularly 
over the years, (2) reduction in the sizes of the shrimps, 
(3) imbalances in the sex ratios and so on. In a capital 
-intensiVe fishery . the fall in catch rate ~y res~t in economic 
, ' 
OVer fishing. Ii t the same :Cue bio"logically. th~,. resources 
may be ,still a viablo; one capable of subseq~ent "s'peedy recovery 
or even [l'ttaining sta bili ty of production over ;a number of 
years. In th'" cas", of Shrimp resources in certaip ar~s of 
tn", co<>stline of India there has b"en records of s,uch . C1e crea sing 
trends in ~toh rate in the ~60s und '70s and subsequent 
reviyal of the fishery (.i'abl~e 9). In other words cons,ervation 
in the biological sense \/as of minor importan'ce, b~t exploit-
a tion .for muxiwUID economic return should 'be the consideration, 
50 'mUCh so the. problem of manugement is a ' socio-economic one. 
However, the bigger problem is that it is hence also ·political-. 
'I'he techniques for the maoogel!l~nt of a fishery would 
largely depend on the objectives which have to be properly 
d€fin~d before deciding on the measures to be taken. 
There cc,uld be different views about the specific object-
i ves in manug .. ment as indica,ted by !:iila s II tl (1984) One view 
~s that it is difficult to manage shrimp fisheries in the 
biological Stlnse but purely e?onomic measures should motivute 
munagement sO , thut the fis~ery could be based on orde~ly 
exploitution for maxiwum econo~ic rEturn. ~no~,er view 
point, is that the uiw snoul~ , be maximum development of the 
resources and incrEuse of producti~n. Yet another managemo;nt 
• 
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motive is . concerned ",ith socio-economic aspect in which 
management aim ~hould be to create maximum employment potential 
. . 
in th~ fishing sector. Shrimps are annual stocks with high 
natural mortal.ity and because of this fact it would be advisable 
to fish hard except for giving protection to the n~rsery areas, 
partly to safeguard the yoUng prawns and partly to protect 
their habitat. This would also indicate that the socio-economic 
factors were of far more importance than biological fc:ctbrs. 
A clos~ look at all these view points might only lead to 
the conclusion that a ~ombination of all these should be the 
iLleu], .objective in proper management approach in shrimp fislH~ry. 
~ut it hus t o be admitted that it would be extremely difficult 
to evolve suitable m~no.gewent techniqu~s with all these object-
ive.s put together. 'l:he ==gement obJectives with which the 
problems ~z:e approached in this country ' has been oriented 
·towar~s h1.~.er production .... nd illaximum developmlmt of the 
resources. 
Considering all these vi ew poInts the following are some 
of the lncc..sures which could be adopted for p roper management 
of the Shrimp fishery. 
, 
. 
1) Closure of fishery: Enforc€ment of a temporary closure 
of the fishery is a method adopted in conservation. This can 
be eith~r by (a) seasor~l closures or (b) locational closures • 
. 
In the first case a s far as the shrimp fishery of the mechanised 
boats off the s~uth west coast of India was concerned the 
south-west monsoon season 'acted almost as a closed season 
for the fishery, so that another closed sea son was not 
necessary. Naturally enough the stoppage of the fishery due 
to the south west m~nsoon takes place at a time when the 
mean sizes of all the species in the fishery are at the lowest. 
'l'he absence of fishing oper u.tions for two or three JIlonths at 
that time a cted as 11 natural conser~tion weasure. But in 
- "-, 
, I : ~.' .. 
I ~-!. ~ _, ,- L;.. . J" ':_.:, . 
:"; ':'~ Bu,t :1l1. recent years fishing opera tions are being carried out 
- - -- -" 'r-j... - , during th~se monsoon ~onths ' in ;several centres" For example 
" ' 
at, Neendakara the waxim\lll! fishing ,')perations are carried out 
,.;;:. -,~ - .~'4; ~~ . ,I ~ 'i""t"J ) ' . _ _,._ . , .; ..... :-\; I .• }.'. 
during tne~ south-west. mons90n period. Il',l fact : the ' maximum 
'.. ~ <...... • ~ ." • - • -•• '. "' ,..'~ . ,- ... '1~ - -. ~-
landirlgs "of shrirups at this centre during 'the last"several 
year's ' w~re in this period ,' So in such plo.ces some s 'eason for 
, cl!osureL' of the fisherY for the purpose of)" conservation 70£ 
tHe 'l'-e.5ource.s cOlild be t1l6tight of. Iri loca-t±onal 'Ciosures 
, ",tlfe up-proUch -is·:to close -o'm. -particular l~b~h'tY ~r fiShing 
-'~,rOWla fot' a certa.in period oo.sE:.d on tnt. 'data' aVailable. 
, . 
2) Mesh regulation: Kegul(;. tion of mesh sizes of 'the gE;ars 
used" in the fishery is anoth~r important method used in 
conSE;rvc. tion of fiShery" re:sourc~s. "However, ,in _the case of 
thE: shrimp fishery, ,being a lnul tispeciE;s f1sh~ry' "constituted 
by specI:i;.s grow-ing to diff'Eir'ent Sizes, a catch of ,small or 
medium sized shrimps ,would include smaller sized 'but adult 
specimens of the species ,growing' to smaller sizes as well uS 
the smaller siZES of groups "of, species gro'jiii'lg to mediUm or 
ltirger sizes. , Hence limlt&'tions of mesh' size -at a higher level 
wi th u view to catch onl}l ihE lar.ger sizes wDuid lead to 
' ~ .. _. J. ,",i,"'\.' r 
prevention of capturiri& 'the ' ildul ts of the smaller "growing 
vafietie~ Which would t'nd;> '>!;€ lost to thtr fistiElry. Thus mesh 
regulation a t larger sizes will not be heltif-ul. ' ,.tn incllan 
shri~p fi~ery of the inshoFe , regi ~ns. But i~ toe e~tuarine 
, . 
fishery inVOlving smaller ,§izes of shrilI\P.s oI)ly, , li~ting the 
.esh size at larger dimen~ions may ,help ija spa~~pg the very 
small shrimps being .subjected to the fishery. ", -
3) Lilli t.J. tion of fishing, effort : When the available 
shrimp resources in the fishing gr'ounds is subjected to 
increasing exploitG tion by .. introduction of Ul0,re and more 
of effort,- a stage would be rea ched wneh -further input of 
effort results in ur.economic returns. In such cuses it would 
" 
" 
; • 
__ -4 ... _ .... 
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be helpful if some limitations is enforced in additional input 
of effort whi.ch may be achieved by licence lim! ta tion or any 
other governm~ntal control, ' aiming at optimum efficiency for 
inc!i vidual fi s tring unit. Its. impleuenta tion. would reqUire 
bi~lagical, snciologi~l, econemic and ~oliticalvaiu. 'judge­
lIlents. 
, 
4) Catch testrictio~ : Limiting the catch per boat from 
a particulal\ . area or e!l,f'orc,tng a quota system for "catch . ~e:· 
boat may alar be used as a copservati~u ·measure. · Ehforcing 
ca·tch quota o .~ restricted hours of fishing for the boats in 
o'peratlon ailll .at rgstricting the total catch to an optimum 
level: 
• 
5) B!!§rsification: Where the existing 'fishery is 
pre'dominant'ly trawl fishery for shrimp, diversified fishery 
- . 
during certa).n seasons ~:f be suggested for tapping . other 
resources. In such cases adequate incentives and subsidies 
may be .provided to help the di versifica tion . pro.cess. 
6) Protp. ction o.f bra 9lti shwa ter nursery grounds: In 
view of the ~nse~able link between the marine shrimp of 
commerci~l ~mpor~nc~ and grackish w~ter environments in as 
much as these environments are used as the nursery grounds, 
. . , 
is any conserva tion me<!sure concerning the marine shrimp 
resourc~s the protection of t~ese nursery areas wOul<:i .have to 
. be considered. Uomphte prohibition of shrimp fishing in 
these .environments as practised in some countries of the w.orld 
would Qe iaeal. ~his being almos~ iillpracticable under the 
present circumst2.nces, ul'terna te methods of prd:tection af the 
yo~ ones i;} these env5.:'onments have to be thought of. 
I 
Closing the areas for sh:'irup fishing during certain seasons, 
wesh size re~ulation of the \~rious gears . in use in the fishery, 
limiting th~ unrestricted opE:,ation of fixed gear and such 
other ~ll mesh netR or even p~sing cut the operation of 
'-.! . .. .. 
'of, 
s33: r , , , 
, ', 
" 
, " 
these gears" total ~n of export of count sizes', &f 'sm-imps 
below , a 'J.ixed lIlipimum level E1,tc. al'e some of the methods for 
considera~ion in the protection of the nursery. 
, ' -. 
,'i:, After· prOperly studying the particular situation in 
, d;!.f£erent , areas and centres sf Shrimp fishery anyone of these 
, 'lle-thQ.~ , 'or' 'combina tion-' of: .these measures may "be a-dppted ' for 
; i~plem~~tcf~ion in each are~ ~ :. , . ~ 
Protection of artisanal lishermen 
0 ' 
, The policy of tn,e Government in the Centre as well as in 
. , 
the ' Si;B.tes for the development of the fif1herie~, !:;las bee'n that 
• .. ~ J. , 
of rapid mechanisation and ,modernisation ~f theo fish~ry 
especially in view of the great demand for shri~ps a~ a foreign 
exchange earner for the coUntry. hS a res.ul t of this policy 
• 
introduction of mechanised vessels in large numbers has, taken 
,place in all the ' maritime states. Unfortunately this rapid 
mecilanisa tion has ]lot in 'a'ny Way benefited ' the "iirtisanal 
.. - .... - - . 
fishermen; Side by side with ' the introduction of. additional 
mechani'sed vesseis in the inshore fishery ' tte' .t~'diti~mal 
, . ' 
sector also has been increa sing with the~ ad~tion of more 
traditional cr3fts and gears. Consequently ~ow a sit~tion 
has been reo.ct.ed where both the mecha.nised· ,~ector and the 
" . 
tradi tional sector are operating in the 'inshore fis?ing grounds 
s~pporting the fishery, resu'lting in deple'tionary tendencies 
, . ' . '" .' .. , 
in some areas· dnd also open conflicts between the two sectors. 
According to the census conducted by C,"lFRI ,in 1980 the 
total' humber of mechanis.ed vessels in the ' country is about 
19,000. Tne total number ' of non-mechani'sed crafts has reached 
above 1.5 lakhs and the number of indigenous fishing gears 
above 7'lakhs a ccording to the same census. This phenomenal 
increase in th~ traditional sector would indicate that in the 
face of decrea sing catches and catch rates this sector needs 
special consideration in the management of the fishery. ' The 
• 
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onl~ proper management solution for the fishery seems to be 
lim~ting the areas of fishing grounds for particular fishery 
and also, limiting the effort. Ultimately, if such methods 
alsO do not serve to solve , the problems of protection of the 
artisanal fishermen, total banning of trawl fishery in limited 
areas may have to be resorted to, as has been 'carried out in 
Indonesia. 
10. POTi:.HTIlI.L !iliSOUH.Ci:.S OF' SrlRII"lPS FROM 
'l'flli DE~PER W .. TlliS OF INDL.N COi.ST 
In the light of the depletionary tendencies noticed in 
the inshore shrimp fi .. hery of India, explo,itation of alternate 
re~ources from deeper waters has to be seriously taken up. 
Shrimp resources have been located in the 81-450 m depth zone 
on the outer half of the continental shelf, shelf edge ,and 
the upper continental slope in some regions of the coast of 
India. The exploratory surveys carried out during 1965-79 
, 
have indicated the existence of commercially exploitable prawns, 
particularly in certain areas of the south-west and south-east 
coasts. Besides prawns, lobsters and crabs are also available 
on commercial concentration in the region. fin area of about 
5000 sq.km. lying between Ponnani and ~uilon on the west coast* 
ha ve been charted out by these vessels to ' be sui tap,le for 
trawling and .productive for the crustaceans ' especially at 
depths between 150 and 375 m in the former and 180 and 360 m 
/ 
in- the latter region. Of this, the area lying between ~uilon 
'and hlleppey, which is generally referred to as "Quilon Bank" 
is the most extensive bathymattically (3300 sq.km) and harbours 
maximum concentration of the crustacean resources. Other areas 
covered on the south-west coast are re~atively narrow and the 
crus~cean catch is also found to be such less than in the 
H Qui;I.on Bank". In the Gulf of i'1anner, the deep sea trawling 
ground is a narrow belt lying between 25 and 40 km away from 
the coastline. In the recent surveys, extensions of these 
* and 725 sq.km. in Gulf of l1anner on the east coast 
I 
I 
I 
, 
• 
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grounds to th~ north-west and upper east coast are also 
indicated. • 
'l'he de.ep-s~a ' prawll resource in th", south-west and lower 
~ast coasts is mainly constituted by 5 speci~s of pandalids 
namely, Heterocarpus woodmasoni, d.gibbosus, parapandalus 
spinn,l€s, Plesionika martia 'and f.ensis bnd 6 spEcies of 
penaeids namely, aristEus semidentatus, ~olenocera hextil 
Hymenopenaeus aegualis, Parapenaeus investigatoris, Panaeopsis 
rectacuta and l'!etapenaeopsis andamanensis. Of these, 
~ sEmidentatu5, S.hextii and g.gibbosus are larger spe.cies 
attaining the size ranging from 140 to 135 mw total length 
' . - . . . 
a nd they cpntribute to an average of about 18% of the shrimp 
ca tch. 'j"lajori ty of the other species bdong t9 the size group 
100-140 rom. 'l'he. production of prawns in genera,l is relatively 
greater betwe en 275 and 375 w depth and the average catch rate 
works out to 89.43 kg/hr of trawling in the south-west coast. 
In the Gulf of i'lannar, thE:' prawn catch is nt:<gligible. being 
less than 1 kg/hr of trawling. 
Besides prawns, thE:'se grounds a lso sustain a lobste::-
resource constituted by u singl e species, llamely, PUErulus 
, . 
sl:)welli, wnich grows to a SiZE of ",bout 190 IIlfIl total length. 
Al though this species occurs a ll a long the areas surveyed, 
cOllllilercial concentration has been located in the "(.Iuilon Barikw, 
off Ponnani and Col~chel on the South-west coast, and off 
i1andapam in Gulf of i"li.J.nnar in the lower east coasts. The 
maximum density of the lobster is found to bE between 170 Will 
and 270 m depth, yi~lding an average catch rate of about 
107-174 kg/hr in thE "loIuilon Bank" and 207 kg/hr off jolandapam. 
HOWEver, l urger trawlErs, capable of remaining out at 
s ea for several days and equipped with expensive infra structural 
fucili ties \~ould be nec <= ssary for the exploitation of: these 
deep v~ ter resources. 
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Table 1. Productivity data for Indian Ocean region 
resed on Karenova (1968) and Cushing (1971) 
• 
--------------------------------------------------------------North east monsoon .. 
(December~pril) , 
South west monsoon 
(July-September) 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Vi sakhapatnam , head of Bay 
of Bengal, Rangoon and ·Ja va 
Sea, around rlndaman Islands 
and right across the northern 
i>rabian coait. 
East coast of India including 
Sri Lanka, . whole of the 
i\ndaman and Java Seas, a patch 
along western equitorial ·region 
and the Bay of Bengal. 
Off Saudi Arabia entire 
western rlrabian Sea, off 
South west coast of India 
and Sri 'Lanka'~ Northern Bay 
of Bengal, Central Bay and . . 
~ava Sea " 
Central arabian . Sea 
with .extension into the 
south western Indian Ocean 
and the whole of Bay of Bengal, 
Low values 0.38 gC/m2/day 
Central parts of the ~rabian 
Sea, Bay of Bengal and most 
of the southern Indian Ocean 
, 
Central portion.of the 
southern Indian Ocean. 
-_.------------------------------------------------------------
T~ble 2. annual potential yields from asian Countries of the 
Inoian Ocean region (in 1000 tonnes) 
-------------------------------------------
• area Demersal (including shrimps) Pelagic Total 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Sa udi Are bia , 
Muscat Oman etc. 100 650 750 
Pakistan 160 90 250 
India (west coast) 530 1,020 1,600 
Maldives, Ukshadweep 7 23 30 
Red sea 125 25 150 
Persian Gulf 55 - 40 95· 
India' (east coast) 143 672 815 
Bangladesh 98 250 348 
Burma • 326 400 726 
Thailand 
(West coast) 58 20 78 
Malaysia 
(West coast) 600 100 700 
Sri Lanka 52 90 142 
drtdaman & NicobUr 4 8 12 
. 
Incionesia 90 260 350 
Oceanic (Tuna) 450 450 
--------------------------
Total 2,398 4,09B 6,496 
---------------------------------
---
. - .. 
1980-84). and estimated Table. 3. rresent yi el d (a.verage for 
-- -, ... - . . . , 
• 
• 
. potential yield- of marine f i she s in the·, 'EEZ. of 
India ( in 1000 t onnes) 
., -
'. ;I 
-~-------------------------------------~----------------
Region 
Pre!;ent ,. Ann.ual potenti~.l yJl.eld 
. pr~du- -~;;th---------------B;;;~- Total 
ct~on . O-~O m 50-200 m ?OO m . 
----------------~-~----~~~~~-------------- t V ~ -------------
North. west 489 540 340 Bao 
South west 49B 700 720 1,420 
South east 396 480 200 680 
North east 65 540 • 200 - . 740 
, 
Lakshadweep 4 90 -. go 
andaman & 
Nicoba"r 4 160 160 
Oceanic of all 
r egions 500 500 
----------------------~---------------------
Total 1,446 2,260 1,'710 500 . 4,470 
-----------------------------------------------------------
• 
• 
, , 
• 
Table 4. Groupwise present yield (a.verage for 1980-84) 
and estimated potential yield of marine fishes , 
in the EEZ of India (in thousand tonnes) • 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Groups Present production 
Potential 
yield 
--------------------------------------------------
Pelagic fisr.es 
lJemersal f i shes 
Crustaceans 
Ceohalopods 
l'li scellallt:ous 
Oceanic fi shes 
Total · 
. . 
• 
714 
336 
214 
15 
164 
3 
1,850 
1,096 
325 / 
180 
520 
500 
---..------------------
1,446 4,470 
-----------------------------------------------------------
• 
• 
., 
• 
I 
Table 5. Total world production (in tonnes) of fish, crustaceans etc. and . 
product19ri in A§ian .ountries. both inland and marine dMring ' 1977~198~ 
" -. 
':'" - , 
-------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------~---1977 1976 .. 1979 1980 1981 
--------------.-----------~-------------------------------------
World 68224600 70154700 71060400 . 72008300 7477100 
Total 7124200. 705680.0. 7264600 . 7625000. 8146400 
Asia 4133700 4.17020.0 4349600. ' . . . 46>72900 514210q 
Crustacean 108700. 11750.0. 119600 12670q ' 1-29900 
Total 61100400. 6309790.0. '63795800 64383300. 66630.700. 
Asia 26739100 25969700 25587300 26260900.' 4712820.0 
Crustacean 2653200 278240.0. 2919100 3124500 3056400 
.  
-----------------------------------------------------------~------------------------
Source: . YearbOOk of fishery statistics ~ 1983 & 1985 - ·Catches and landings. 
FAO fisheries Sereies, Vol 56, 1984 and Vol 60, 1987. 
• 
• 
" 
• 
--
----_._-
• 
Table 5 (page 2) 
.I£>tal world production (in tonne's) of fish. crustac~ans etf}. and production in 
in Asian cOuntries. both inland and marine during 0977 -1985 
---------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------1982 1983 1984 1985 
-----------------------------------------------------------------World 76464200. 764'70600 83096000 84945)00 
Total 8431200 8559300 9/+93000 101201'00 
Asia 5297000 5'747300 6084500 6748500 
Crustacean 147000 157900 169000 185300 
Total 68033000 67611300 73603000 74825200 
Asia 27787200 29008100 30626400 30544000 
Crustacean 3238100 • 3034500 3033200 3234100 
--------------------------------------------------------------------~---~-----------
• 
• 
.. -~ .... 
• 
• 
; 
Table 6. Total fish production in ~sian_countries during the years 1977 to 1985 (in tonnes) 
, 
. '. , ~'., ~ , --,..:..":.. 
---------------------------~---------~-----.---------------------------------------
• 1911 1978 1979 1980 1981 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-
Near East Asia 
hfghanistan 
Bahrain 
Cyprus 
Gaza strip 
Iran lR 
Iraq ". 
Israel 
Jo;'dan 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Neutral Zone ~ 
Oman 
\oIa tar 
Saudi ~rabia 
Syria 
Turkey 
United ~rab Ef1 
y emen ~r R.ep. 
Yemen Dem. 
524642 
1500 
4837 
1220 
4525 
69750 
26101 
24400 
31 
5252 
1700 
1000 
2433 
?3400 
3537 
lb4470 
64400 
17500 
63986 
594213 
1500 
4000 
1276 
4700 
67216 
26100 
25600 
36 
6313 
1800 
1300a. 
2200 
26550 
3639 
244125 
64000 
19250 
48055 
.~ 
726055 
1500 
4313 
131 4 
1913 
65444 
55228 
26630 
36 
p64 
1750 
76000 
2200 
26160 
3749 
,49684 
64000 
18000 
51600 
820659 
1500 
5502 
1336 
972 
43704 
53245 
25718 
56 
3091 
1800 
79000 
2178 
26425 
3911 
426855 
64000 
. 17000 
89684 
.834818 
1500 
. 6098 
1462 
1139 
44757 
26219 
25238 
35 
3398 
1600 
83650 
2604 
26425 
3717 
470180 
• 68000 
16000 
17914 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
) 
~ ~I 
• 
• 
• 
Table.6 page.2 .,. 
Total fish production in Asian cOuntries during the years 1977 to 1985 (in tonnes) , , 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1982 1983 - 1984 1985 
-------------------------------------------------._----------------------------------
Near East Asia 864894 945158 991953 100846 
Afghanistan 1500 1500 1500 1500 
Bahrain 6577 6751 5599 7763 
Cyprus 1602 2058 2261 2134 
Gaza strip , 1179 798 1553 1553 
Iran LR 39736 34500 58139 60351 
Iraq 26219 26219 21000 21500 
r-
Israel 23679 22402 22953 20959· 
Jordan 19 17 20 22 
Kuwait 4497 4090 4568 5234 
Lebanon 1~00 1400 1300 1500 
Neutral Zone 
Oman 89376 108766 105000 101180 
(;ja tar 2331 2144 3173 2484 
Sa udi Arabia 26425 ) ~6425 40000 43696 
Syria 3717 Yr77 5342 50C" 
Turkey 506350 567304 • 566933 576069 
• , Uni ted' Ara b EM 70075 73115 73115 72380 
Yemen Ar Rep. 14000 12200 18323 . 20598 
Yemen Dem. 69731 74124 84127 85200 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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contd •••• ~ • 
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'l'able 6. -·oontd .. -. . .... ;-. ~ .. -. -" . ., ..... _ ................... " - "-'~" "'_ . ,..,. .. ...... _ .. . " . .,.. ........... _._ ........... ................ r-. ............. _.-'1' 
• • ': I ' • ---------------------~-------------------------------------,----------------~--'P' ~ ~ ~ ~ 
"" . ~ .... "." ._ ..... ·~197T · .- _... 1978 .• " '-- " 1979' .. : ·:-' ·t-98&·-· ·· ·· ·:'"198·1---=··-:..~- ..: 
, _.~ t ~J u ,t \ ... .. " .. ) , ,.' I ~ .... .' L ,. Il.---------------------------------.~ __ '"!!l.-------- --------------------~"""~----~~~,.. ... ... _J.. :1.J..,1 ,' • ........b~ 
Southern Asia 3391137'0 343Q835 :'. 3484372 , .. , 3596265 - " 369~5,<;>~2.·-~·"""· 
Bangala l.)esh 
Bhutan 
India 
Maldives 
Nepal 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 
East & Southeast 
Asia 
Brunei 
Burma 
East Timor 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Korea Rep. 
Laos 
Macau 
l'lalaysia 
Phillippines' 
Singapore 
'. 
, 
1 
.,. 
" 
Thailand ' .-........• . , -- - -" 
643000 
1000 
2311869 
26300 
. 3000 
',2/P1954 
" 
138747 
9532313 
2195 
518700 
0 
158269 
1567784 
2'085426 
20000 
4~37 
\ 619295 
1508705 
,15105 
. ..... ·21B84ge .. 
645000 646000 650000 6866~5 
1000 .1000 1000 1000 
2306139 2839528 2442242 2443974 
25800 27700 " . 34600 34:900 
3300 35PO ;. , ; 3654 . , 386.8 , 
293029 300390 • 279263. 31784Q. 
" 
156567 156567 185506 206816 
. . ". 
'" _ ... M .... 
.. .. , 
9632205 9739554, . '- 9762690 10470937 
2704 2792 . 2161 2312 
540500 5Q4070 580010 594540 
, 
0 0 0 Q 
162495 18978? ,'" 194551 182327 
1642043 1742452 , ) ""S1841814 , 19P3??~ 
2091921 ' 216~8B9 : 2091134 .. 2365990 
20000 200.00- _ " 20000 20000 
6666 6218 ' i 6624 . 7545 
685107 696329 . ( .. 73648& , aO~09~ : 
1494580 1475196 . 1556604 168663ti 
16172 16932 · , .. : 16044 ,., ,16112 
209928-1 ., ,., -.,-1.946334 - .. _ . • 1 7.9.2.~B . .... , 1969.025 . 
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Table 6. contd •• (page 2) ... _-
" . - .. 
-------------------------------------------------~~~~--~~~~---~--~--------------19"82 -1983 ' '1984' 1985 ii _ .41": • . __________ .. ..:.... _________________ -;.__________________ • , _____ .___ _ __ 
SqutherD. "As4,a ' ' 3649850 38?54~1 _. 4203!)9$ 4211343 
Bangala 'Desh ' 724800 728500 754000 763131 
Bhutan r 
India ~ _.' 
Maldi ves :,\ 
Nepal 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 
, 
• 
East & Southeast 
asia 
Brunei 
Burma 
East 'l'imor 
Hong KOng 
Indonesia 
Korea Rep. 
lAos 
iYla:cau Q 
Malaysia 
• Ph1ll1p'pin.~s 
Singapore 
Thailand 
1000 
2335151 
30;~" 
4400 
337289 
216910 
10594627 
2307 
584410 
• 0 
180981 
1999061 
2280821 
20000 
6456 
6825t:>9 
1787744 
19346 
2120133 
~ 
JOOO 
2520000 
38500 
.21.12 
343402 
221967 
11094835 
. . 
3105 
585800 
o 
198798 
2112230 
2400387 
20000 
7000 
7410~9 
1836877 
·195,49 
22500QO 
1000 
2854813 
47443 
4860 
372264 
'''-;1'69215 
11064160 
2226 
609740 
o 
199672 
1992535 
2477080 
20000 
11800 
• 664967 
1935399 
2546(3, 
2134846 
1000 
2810000 
43723 
9076 
40846>4 
175409 
11260820 
2986 
'643750 ' 
o 
198196 
2067090 
2649880 
'20000 
12400 
632185 
1867701 
23032· 
2123600 
--.----~-----.. --------------------------------------- .. ---------------
,.. ~ 
c 
• 
... .. 
: .~ .. -. 
• 
- - --- -- . "-·"+i 
Table 6. Contd •• 
-----------------------------------------~-------------------~---------------------------1977 1978 1979 ' ' 198()' 1984- -. 
-------------------------------------------------~-~-----------~----~-~-~--~---7-~~--~--
Other NEI A 844037 870736 ,,'916400 ·924316 . 8990981 c.·" 
Japan 10123359 1 017~006 9945516 10427920 10675952 
China 4463250 4393643 4054295 4235348 4377000 
Ql;her i\ sian 1862965 ' 1884394 1960537 2065137 2191237 
Kampuchea Dm 84700 40900 30000 51600 , 68700 
Korea DE' Rp 1190000 1260000 1330()()0 1400000 1500000 
Mangol1a 265 494 537 . 537 537 
Viet Nam 588000 , 583000 600000 613000 62;aQOO 
. --------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------~r-~~ 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
·1 
• 
• 
Table 6 contd •••••• . (page.2) 
---------------------------------------------------_._----------------------------------1982 1983 1984 1985 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
other NEI A 910799 930000 990427 1020000 
Japan 10775265 11250000 12021074 11443702 
en-ina 4926683 . 5213261 5926Z93 6778819 
Other As;\,an 2249187 2374287 2lA:\0366 2568370 
Kampuchea Dm 58650 63750 65000 68000 
. Korea . DP Rp 1550000 1600000 1650000 1700000 
!'1angolia 537 537 366 370 
Viet Nam 640009 710000 765000 800000 
-------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
. ", 
• 
, 
• 
• 
, 
• 
, 
-
• 
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• 
. Table 7f.- Total shrimp production (in ~ :.mnes) i:1 hsia:J. 
I I countries dUz;J.ng 1980 to 19B5 (inland & marine) 
, . 
------------------------------------------------------------------_.---
Near · r.as1t ~sia 
Bahrain 
Ga;za strip 
Iran IR 
Israel 
Kuwait 
lola tar 
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1')85 
--------------------------------------------.--
503 
24 
200!) 
65 
236 
500 
808 
2 
4000 
95 
672 
. Sa udi ... ra bia 
'l'urkey 
700 
25 
1931 
74 
305 
500 
1650 
5BB 
1650 
999 
240 
260 
7?7 
11 
2000 
60 
338 
431) 
1650 
'1211 
834 
7 
2000 
135 
596 
68 
~65'O 
4776 
399 
2 
1700 
6212 
399 .. 
365 
1325 
2 
4800 
1CO 
960 
33 
13513 
7517 
120 
• 
United ~rab Em. 
Yemen AR RP 
Southern Asia 
India 
Pakistan 
East & Southeast 
~ 
Br una i 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Korea Rep 
i1alaysia 
Phillippines 
Sri · Lanka 
Singapore 
'l'hailand 
Other NEI a 
Other asian 
Kau.puchia DIn 
Viet Nam 
Japan 
China 
280 
250314 
25895 
497 
13594 
234463 
2853C 
33831 
25773 
if950 
11 12 
133311 
305g4 
260 
42100 
50986 
166102 
320 
230 389 
164165 199211 214980 2029 67 1 ~lQ050 
30000 26542 27502 27543 26685 
427 
119130 
159401 
2571 f, 
94437 
36807 
559 
11131 
129176 
34575 
67iJ.Z8 
Lflf565 
71 ·JO 9939 
1193 1439 
148266 137460 
7325S :30429 
220 
41500 
54652 
184011 
200 
42800 
58369 
176955 
496 
' 9661 
J34491 
37524 
(6475 
55748 
10222 
1667 
173987 
32124 
190 
49100 
60366 
195790 
• 
585 535 
11751 13681 
997';;2 'i05230 
31862 40351 
70136 69.004 
52237 62399 
'136432 ':531'1! J 
100686 103675 
2l
'
J 
5YC.':'" 
62561 
20708:; 22S150 
----'--------------------------.----.-~--------------- --
. ..' '" 
• 
. 
Table a. Murine shrimp landings of India (in tonnes) from 
- . 
• trow 1959 to 1935 
-
--------------------------,-----
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1963 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1~74 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1962 
1933 
1934 
1985 
27,632 
J1,759 
39,083 
43,251 
41,071 
6~,.389 
38,085 
56,146 
63,310 
69,514 
72,133 
39,357 
72,109 
78,361 
1,36,514 
1,14,934 
1,41,713 
1,14,640 
96,472 
1,29,204 
1,13,665 
1,12,037 
33,53<; 
1,10,797 
1,18,140 
1,30,051 
1,21,141 
37,305 
36,271 
23,635 
34,934 
40,522 
31,506 
41,415 
34; 763 
31,112 
31,922 
33,965 
31,834 
76,734 
35,488 
66,955 
55,244 -
79,038 
76,787 
73,992 
50,652 
63,917 
58,700 
61,430 
51,1-43 
43,737 
61-,961 
67,070 
65,437 
68,030 
62,768 
33,235 
31,593 
94,395-
79,500 
90~500 -, 
94,422 
1,01,436 
1,06,093 
1,21,691 
1,43,343 
1,63,849 
2,03,469 
1,70,173. 
2,20,750 
1,91,427 
1,70,464 
1,79,856 
1,77,582 
1,70,737 
1,44,969 
1,61,945 
1,66,877 
.1,92,012 
1,83,211 
---------------------------------
• 
, ',il 
• 
Table 9. Total shrimp landings statewise 'from 1969 to 1984 ,- I 
, , " I 
------------------------------------------------------------------~-----~----------.---l'Jaritime states 1969 1970 ' ," 1971- ' 1972 ' - ' 1973 "~ '" , 1974: 197'5 
------------------------------------~-~---------------~----------------------------~---- ,. . . •. . ' - . ! •• 
West Bengal & Orissa 5 .. 638 '3',016 1,~OO , 1,471 _ 3,051 :,.7 ', - :3,487 5,707 
Andhra Pradesh 6,064 6,890 9,205 8,582 8,839 12~699 10,'675 
Tamil Nadu 5,814 5,264 \ 3,699 5,033 5,789' 8-,106 12,033 
pondicherry 614 4'+7 290 182 ' 41 29 64 
l\ndamans 8 10 1 2 12 8 28 28 
'rotal east coast 18,138 15,627 14,706 12,280 17,728 24,349 28,507 
Kerala 34,368 36,954 32,813 36,577 ' 85,751 60,829 77,962 
, , 
Karnataka 3,980 ,7,539 4,420 8,075 8,236 12'l696 3,074 
Goa 559 627 . 279 56,1 785 1 ,448 1, '162 
Maharashtra 45,780 57,345 93,611 1,04,125 80,349 64,737 93,6~5 
Gujarat 3,273 3,599 3,014 2,231 10,620 6,119 15,761 
Total west coast 67,960 1,06,064 1,34,137 1,51,5&9 1,85,741 1,45,629 1,92,244 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
All India total 1,06,098 1,21,691 1,48,843 1,63,849 2,03,469 1,70,176 2,20,751 • 
, ' 
--------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------~-~---, , 
contd •••••••• 
• 
• 
• 
\ 
, 
Table 9. contd .•..• 
/ . 
'I'otal shrimp landings statewise from 1969 to 1981 
--------------------------------------------_ ... _---------------------------_ .... _---
Maritime States 1976 1977 ·1978 1979 1980 
---------------------------------------~--~----------------------------------------West Bengal & Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu 
Pondicherry 
- Jiondaman 
5,635 
1.1,108 
9,033 · 
93 
39 
25~08 
34,533 
2,594 
1,690 
11·,375 
8,356 
105 
45 · 
21,571 
40,324 
3,335 
1,460 
93,653 
3,879 
9,563 
13,912 
316 
265 
27,935 
3,588 
11,814 
11,119 
604 
64 
27,189 
29,597 
4,660 
1,304 
10,006 
10,028 
527 
54 
21,919 
54,375 
3,226 
• 
Total east coast 
Kerala 
Ka rna taka 
Goa 
Maharashtra 
, 
Gujarat 
Total west coast 
4,643 
1,04,474 
19,.275 
1,65,519 
10,121 
1,48,893 
45,428 
8,440 
1,673 
85,346 
11,034 
1,594 
1,01,846 
11,953 
1,51,921 1,49,650 
1,853 
70,742 
18,590 
1,48,786 
-----------------------------------------------------~------------------------------Alii. India total 1,91,4217 1,70,464 1,79,856 1,76,839 1,70,705 
---------------------~-~------------------------------------------------------------
• 
.. 
---....o.-...a..:...::.:~ J.~ ....:.o;.~_, 
• 
• \ 
Table 9. contd .••• (page.2) 
Total shrimp landipgs stat~e from 1~,St..!£ 1912J 
___________ - _______ 4 ________________________________________________________________ _ 
, ' 
Maritime States 1981 1982 1983 1984 
" -------------------------------.--------,.----------~-:----------------------------- ..... " .... 
West Bengal & 1 ,495 1,183 2,109 13,039 
Ori-s~a 1,383 2,318 2,018 2,069 
Andhra Pradesh 8,335 14,529 16,418 9,970 
Tamil Nadu 14,252 14,462 1~,711 16,607 
Pondicherry 389 ;320 301 - 917 
Andaman 26 63 201 ! • • 
Total east coast 25,880 32,875 34,557 42,803 
Kerala 22,428 26,773 29,857 36,267 
,. 
Karnataka 4,126 7,698 7,882 5,5'11 
Goa 2 ,237 3,491 7,744 4,853 
Maharashtra 7/"',571 74,723" C, 3,161 83,164 
Gujarat ': 5,727 1,6,385 13 ,616 19,384 
Total ' west .'coast 1,19,089 1,29,070 1,32,260 1,49,179 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
All India 'total 1,44,969 1 ,6Q ,945 1',S6,811 1,91,982 
-----------------------------~------------------------------------------------------
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
Table 10. Species representati.on and "their percentages in 
shrimp landings .of India in 1980 and 1961 
--------------------------------~---------------------------------
Species 
1980 1981 
----------------------------------
>'.11 India 
lanili.ngs 
in tQnnes 
All India 
landings 
in tQnnes 
------------------------------------------------------------------
SQlenQClira cra ssicQrnis 6,388.5 3.7 8,084.0 5.6 
,Penaeus imiicus 10,298.2 6.0 7,537.0 5.2 
E· mers;u1ensis 495.9 0.3 1,096.0 0.8 
E· mQnQdQn 2,655.8 1.6 941.0 0.6 
E· semisulcatus 1,712.5 1.0 7,893.0 5.4 
P. l2enicillatus 932.8 0.6 • • •• 
Metal2enaeQPsis stritlulans •• • • 506.0 0.3 
!llitt"'llenaeus CLQbs"Qni 18,998.1 " 11 .1 10,059.0 6.9 
ct· affinis 7,231.7 4.2 5,02"5.0 3.5 
1:1. mQnQcerQS 5,607.9 3.3 7,073.0 4.9 
1:1. brevicQrnis 835.7 0.5 907.0 0.6 
tl! kutchensis 1,534.9 0.9 857.0 0.6 
Paral2enaeQl2sis st:t:lifera 50,829.0 29.8 29,109.0 20.1 
E· hardwickii 2,214.0 ,1.3 2,123.0 1.5 
Acetes indicus 41,282.4 24.2 • 38,430.0 26.5 
NernatQQala liLlon tenui i2i:s 12,653.7 1.4 19,698.0 13.6 
EXQQalaemQn styliferus 1,276.9 0,7 859.0 0.6 
• 
~hiQQQlysmata ensirostris 3,091.5 1.8 2,309.0 1.6 
Other sp~ci t: s 2,697.5 1.6 2,458.0 1.7 
-------------------------------------
TQtal 1,70,737.0 100.0 1,44,969.0 100.0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------
• 
I 
I 
t 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
• 
• 
Table 11. Statewise aVei"age catches (1974,79) of 
shrimps by mechanised a nd non-mechaniaed 
sect ors. 
-----------... --------------------~----------
State Shrimp catch Shrimp catch 
mechanised ' non-mechanised 
---------_ ... _------------------------------------------
Orissa 
I\ndhra Pradesh 
Tamil Nadu , 
Kerala 
Karnataka 
*Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
Total 
2,544 458 
5,357 6,300 
9,109 4,000 
-·26,814 2,800 
4,~3 2,200 
100,000 9,600 
4,600 6,400 
-------------------------------------
153,057 31,758 _ 
-------------------------------------------------------------
"Nearly . 7 5~ of the sl1I'imp ca tch of the State consists 
of non-genaeid variety. 
• 
.,.- . 
• 
T ab~e 12. i:;s timated !'lSY and t he corresponding effort relating 
to prawns f or a reas a round important landing centres 
in I ndia 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Centres MSY ( tonnes) 
Optimum ef fort 
(boa t clays) 
Catch in 1980 
(tonnes) 
------~-------------------------------------------------------
Sasson Dock 
(Bombay) 
) 
2, 890 
. Karwar 538 
Ma ngalore 1,715 
Calicut 160 
Cochin 4,426 
**Nee~dakara 53,437 
Nandapam 363 
Madras 921 
Kakinacla ... 
Wa ltair * 
.39, 841 
,10,665 
30,498 
18,672 
48,690 
4,65,912 
23,756 
93,979 
* 
* 
3,914 
557 
980 
355 
3,516 
36.568 
2,580 
625 
-------------.--------------------:----------
* CPU!!; increased with increase in f a nd l'ISY wa s not worked 
out. 
** according to a r ecent study by illa garaja et. al (1986 the " 
!'ISY figure for Neendaka ra for !:.stylifera is only 25,000 
tonnes. 
• 
. ' 
• 
• 
• 
APPENDIX 1 
5. BIOLO(,'Y OF' SrlRlfIlP FISHERY OF INDIA 
Brief reviews on ~he biology, bio~omics and fishery of 
the iiIlportant specie s r -eprese-nted in the commercial fishery 
of India, documented in various publications are appended 
below: 
1. PEllc.ElJS INDICUS H. ivlilne Edwards 
Distribution 
• 
General distribution, r a nging from the coasts of India 
and Sri Lanka to the West through the Gulf of Adeh to Madagascar 
a nd east coast of ... fricd , and to the East through 'llfaltlysia 
and Indonesia to Phi lippines, N~w Guinea and Northern ... ustralia " 
In India it oc~urs in the comwercia l catches along th~ entire 
coast upto 80 ill depth zone . 
Distribution 'at uifferent stages of life history 
E;ggs 
Eggs of E .indicus ha ve been r eported to occ~ in l a rge 
!lumbers in sub-surfa ce .plankton in dadras waters from 3 m 
d e pth belo\'/ surfa ce. In Cochin waters, the speCie s is noted 
to prEfer dee per waters for ,spawni!lg , eggs anq early larvae 
having j)e en seldom ')btained al ong ;'/i th those of other penaeid 
shriwps kno".,n to exist in the same area. 
Larva e 
Large riuwbers of l a rva l f or ms in a dvanced stages are 
pre sent in the' inshore surface wa t ers in Co chin and other 
areas where the sp~cies occurs in the . fi~hery. These larvae 
are a lso r ecorded in othEr regions of t he west coast like 
f or instance in Goa waters in plenty. 
, -
: 2: 
• 
Post larvae 
Post larv~l stages of the species (8 to 14 ~a in total 
length) are r e 9res;:nted in the pla nkton collections takE:in from 
the estuaries anll a lso fr'om the surf r egion. At Cochin l a rge 
numbers of post larvae for using a s seed for the culture of the 
species in paddy fi el ds could be collected frolJl the surf r egion 
a s well a s fro.!l the ca nu ls ao.J oining the backwaters. The 
distribution of the post l a rvae of the species in l'1angalore, 
K£rwar a nd Goa water s a lso have been studi ed by s everal autnors • 
• 
Juveniles • 
Juvenile sta ges ( 30 mm t o 120 mm) spend their life mostly 
in the estuariGs a nd ba ckwa t ers a nd her e they support a good 
c ommercial fishery. ",i t er a.:ttaining sizes up to 120 - 130 mm 
t hey return back to t he 's ea . 
h dUl ts 
Sexua lly ma ture a dults occur only i n the s ea. They a re 
f ound in sha llJw c oasta l r t;gion with ,illuddy s ea bottolll which are 
, . 
s ubj ect t o cha nges uu" t o tile physica l conditions of the coast 
line und the nucrients obtained from the l~nd a nd rivers. In 
t hes e area s upto a bout 80m they c ontributes t o the fishery. 
Sexua lity 
~ionomics a nd life history 
k eproduction 
The sp"ci.es is h et er os ex ilil,l. Th" s ex es can b e disting-
uished by mor phol ogically diff erentiated external cnuract"rs 
such a s pe tasma on th .:. first pleopod a nd apP E:indix ma scUline. 
on the s e cond ~hopod i n .)Ia l e a nd thdycum on the thor a cic 
s terni te in fewul e . Fefil<.l les <l ttain r ela ti vely l a rger sizes 
than ma l es. 
• 
• 
• 
. 3' • • 
• 
• 
By studying the process of Ul£;turation of the species by 
ova ,Jiaroeter ill~ surewents ~o(196a) estimated the size of the 
females at fi r st ;naturity as 130.2 Cilffi. He also estimated the 
size of rua les atlirst maturity as 102 mm; _.Fertilization is 
external. 
Fecundity 
Rnnges from 68·,000 ma ture ova in female of 140 !lIliI size 
.' to 7,31,000 in that measuring 200 mm. The estimated relation-
ship of body l ength to number of eggs produced is Log Fa -B.1277 
+ 6.0808 Log L. When F is the fecundity and L total length 
of the prawn in rnm with a regre$sion correla tion coefficient 
of 0.9716. 
Spawning 
SpQWning season extends from October-December to May-June 
in Co chin waters, with peak spawning in Novem~er - December and 
February - Avril. In J1adras peak spawning a.cti vi iy was 
observed fro ill 11ay to . Septe~ber. Hao (1968) concluded that 
individuals spawn 5 ti~es during their life time with an 
interval o~ 2 wonths between two successive spawn1ngs. 
Breeliing of the species takes ;:,l uct:s in 1;"he sea in relatively 
dc etler water s. 
Eggs 
The lurgest oVdrian eggs Jleasure 0.304 to 0.384 illlIl in 
diameter. kecently l'i(uthu, Pillai and George (1976). succeeded 
in getting the species spawned in the laboratory. The eggs 
mea sure 0.27 mm in diameter, with narrow perivit'elline space • 
L.~~ __ -- - - - .nl,· ' _ · 
• 
• 
• 4' • • 
Larva] history 
-
r1uthu, !?illai and George (1976 and 1978) -described the 
comple:te larval history conSisting of 6 naupliar, 3 photozoeal 
anu 3 roysis stagt:s by spawning and rearing in the laboratoi.'Y. 
'l'he earliest [Jost larval stage was observed 12 days after 
s ~awning. The diagnostic features of each stage are given 
by th t:lJi . 
ndult history 
• Greatest size 
The muximum size uttained by the species is 230~. The 
great"st size recorded in the backwater catches is 167 liIm. 
Food 
Feeds on both vegetable and aniu~l watters; vegetable 
ilia tter includes dia tows, planktoniC algae and seaweeds, and 
ani.:nal ;no. tter consists of small crustaceans, molluscs, polycbD.ets 
e chinod",rGl l ",rvae, bydroiu.s, trellla todes and foraminifera • 
• 
Growth 
Growth r a te of the s~ecies varies from place to place. 
In the estuarine environment, juveniles grow at an average 
~onth1y rate of 10 IlIID in Cochin backwat~rs and chilka lake, 
14.4 to 16.0 G1m in Ennur and hdyar estuaries, 24.2 row in 
Covelong backwaters (Madras) anu 17.1 Ulli. for mal es and 19.5 rom 
for femaltls in l1anukudy lake (Kanyakumari District). In the 
warine regions, the ru:!les anu felila lcs of the s"J€cies grow at 
an average llionthly rate of 9.8 mm/7.2 illill res?ectively at 
hl:.balapuzha (Kerala), 5.2/5.7 1JlW a t Colachel and 5.6/7.0 IlIID 
at ,'1adras·. necent studies on the age and growth of the 
s~Je cies have im.(ica t eeJ. that m .. lt.s and females atta in a length 
of 156/138 mm respectively at the end of first year and 
189/181 ~Ul a t the end of second year of life. 
• 
• 
I 
• 
. 5' , . 
• r1V:ra tion and movements 
h~art from th~ i~igration und ehligr~tion in anu out of 
buckwaters of l~rvde and sub adults resp tctively recent ~rk 
rllcovery experihlents conducted a t CI'lFlU (CI'lFRI 1982) has 
shown that this s~eci~s migrates from th~ buc~waters of 
Cochin to t ne south east coa st of Indio upto l'irunnevelli 
coust, uoving around Ca~ e CODerin. 
pODula tion 
Sex ratio 
• 
Sexes a re more or l ess equally distributed both in the 
e stuarine and marine regions, a lthough during cer~in months 
pr "';Jonde r anc€ of females has been observed in many places. 
~ge and size composition 
The fishery is supported by O-year olu p~awns in the 
estuari es dnd buckwaters and by O-yea r as well as 1-year old 
prawns in the marine region. Th", principa l size group sup~ort­
ing the fish\:ry in the bi..tckwaters is 81-120 mm •• In the marine 
r egion, 96-175 -ffiW prawns predolJlinu t e the catches. Within 
t his size runge, the model siz", groups contributing to the 
fishery vary fro lll plac" tc place unci from s eo. son to season. 
l'lortali ty 
'lhe e s -~LJju t ed annuul tota l Lortali ty rate (Kurup and 
h O D 1974) in the Iishery OI ~ffibulapuzha 
I or mul "s a nd 2.1 f or Ieula les. Lali tho. 
I;luch highGr r ::> tes OI 12-73 and 9.42 Ior 
res~ ectively Irom Kaklnada region. 
is IOunu to be 3.1 
Devi (1986) estiwuted 
\ 
males and Iemales 
r 
• 
• • 6' • • 
,E;x uloita tion 
Fishing gcar 
The sJc ci~s as well as th~ foll owing sPeci ~ s of penae i d 
i.>ri.!.wns, Clre gan<:rally ca ught by stake n e ts, cast nets, <lrag 
nets, \lip ne ts a nu scoop nEts - in the e stlklries and backwa ters, 
a nd by boi.!. t-s l:inc s, shor e -sl:inl:s U. nu shrilJJp trawls in the 
hla rin<: r egL:>n. 
Fishing cra f t • 
In thE fishery of this sp Eci ",s a long with other species 
SUlall \lug out caho;;s ( .4 to 6 m long) are in use in thE 
ba ckwaters. Larger dug out and plank built ca no es (6 to 10 m 
long) and C<l to.uarans are US ed in the iniligenous inshore 
fishery. The shrimp tra wls a r e oper a ted from 7 to 11 m 
pablo tY ;Je wooden hull boats powere u by 10 to 30 h p di es el 
engines • . 30['le l a rger steel built boa ts a re a lso op'era ting 
s hrim:;> trawls. 
Fishing a r ea s 
f.in<licus is fisheu c Olnwercially fro J;! almost all the 
Estu",rine a nd backwat<:r a r eas unu frolJ u reas upto a bout 80 [J 
uepth zone i n the s ea. 
Fishing s ea s ons 
In the ruckw-u t ers of j{er a l a the s pecie s is fished 
a lr.lOst through' out the yea r un ll in t he lilu rine fishery tht:<re 
is maxilnUlil '-' bunJ.anc e uuring Janua ry t o "pril. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 7' •
F'ishing opera tions and results 
• 
In thE backwater fishery this sPecies forms approximately 
12% of thE cutches. In the marine fishery it contributes to 
approximately 10% of the prawn catches. On the basis of this 
the total CQ tch of thE speciEs fl"r year is estim.:; ted as 
nearly 8,000 tonnes. 
Fish fartling 
In rec,=,lt dE;velopJ1ents ill the culture of prawns in the 
country ~.inuicus is the wast important species. Intensive 
prawn culture we thodS, involving the species are being 
dEveloped ~nd triE;d in different places. 
2. Penaeus manouon Fabriculus 
Distribution 
This is wiuely Jistributed thnugh the great€r; part of 
the Indo-West Pacific region ranging from South dirica to 
southern Japan. along the Indian coa st it is more common on 
the east coast especially in the northern section, although 
found in a l l areas. 
• 
Distribution at different stages of life history 
No information is available on the distribution of 
eggs and l a rvae of the spe~ies. Post larva~ have been 
reported i n large numbers in the ~dtuuries of West Bengal, 
i 
Orissa and hndhra Prauesh. Increasing efforts are being 
made to fine. out new r E. sourc es of pas t larvae to be used 
a s se ed fdr intensiVE culture of the speciES in a lmost all 
the estuarint areas of India. 
The juveniles are found in the estuaries and backwaters 
J nd sup,>ort cOilWlercial fishery in SOUle areas • 
• ~-."' .......... 
, 
• 
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• Mi ture auul ts occur only in the sea and are obtained 
from compurCl ti vely deeper wa ters. 
Sexuality 
Ei onomics· an~ life histor¥ 
H.eRrouuction 
f.monodon is heterosexual. Tne sex can be distinguished 
by the characteristic petasma in male and thelycum in female. 
Ai>pendix masculine on the second -pleopoll of IIl8.le has specific 
character. Fe~~l~s attain larger sizes than males • 
• Maturi ty 
. I' tte.iJ,) ts he ve been made to inuuce rna tura tion and subsequen 
spawning -in the species b~ the method of eyestalk ablation, I 
Recently only successful maturation and spawning were achieved 
in Philippi 'nes and other places by this , technique. 
Fecundity , 
The numb~r of eggs ~rDJuced varies from 3 to 7 lakhs • 
. 
Spawning 
Spawning takes place in the sea. Kecent experiments 
have establi6ned the possibility of inducing spawning in the 
SpecieS by eyestalk ",blCl tion liJethod. The possibility of the 
Sfl'ecies breecling on the "",me gr.ounds as P.1ndicus has been 
expressed by some uuthors. 
L.:rv-dl history 
"long Vii th the other species of cOilllllercial importance 
of Keral~ this specieS has also been successfully spawned 
in th~ laboratory ut Nurakkal and reared from eggs through • 
the entire l c.rval stages (Silas £.1 !!l 1978). Like in other 
. ~ 1 
• 
• 
I 
• 9' • • 
• 
species there are 6 naupliar 3 protozoeal and 3 mysis stages 
in the life history. The occurrence of post larvae has been 
reported from Cocp~n. ~dyar and Ennur backwaters. 
Chilka lake and Gangetic delta 
The post l a rvae about 10 mm long. are t~?s~rent with a 
characteristic crimson. streak running along the entire ventral 
• 
surface, involving the whole of the antenn~les and the telson. 
JlduJ.t history 
• 
Greatest si ?e 
In the t rawl fishery of different centre's a~o~ the coast 
of India specimens measuring over 300 mm in 'total length are 
common. Largest recorded size of the species is 337 mm. 
Food 
Food of th~ species consists of ~arge ~staceans. 
vegetable mu.tt er, poly haetes, molluscs and fish. Small 
crustaceans a nd insects are taken occasionally. • 
Growth 
• In ' the Chilka luke the juveniles grow at a r apid rate of 
25 mm per month. In the -stake net fishery here the size of 
the species ranges from J6 to 190 mm, while at Bombay the sizes 
, -' 
ranges from 100 to 150 rom. lit l'iudr a s the growth of the species 
has been worked out CiS 160-170 IlIm in about 6 months in natural 
brackish. 
Popula tion 
J\ge and size cor.lposi ti-on 
On the Lasis of the growth rate recorded it is inferred 
tha t the cOllllllerciCl l catches from the COllsts of India is formed 
of a-year cla ss or early 1-year ciass p'rawns. In the stakenet 
• 
. -
• 
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fishery of Bombay the size of the species tanges from 100 to 
150~ while in the Chilka lake fishery the sizes vary from 
76 to 190 mID. In th~ trawl fishery of different centres along 
the coast prawns measuring over 300 rom are common. The species 
may attain a size of about 250 mro in one year. 
Exploitation 
Fishing gear 
nIl the gears in use in the general prawn fishery are 
used for this species • 
• 
Fishing craft 
Same craft as in other species. 
Fishing areas 
Although occurring in the marine and estuarine regions on 
both the coa sts, commErcial fishery for the species is found 
in Gulf of Kutch, Bowbay, Kerala, ~nyakumari district, 
Cuddalore-Portonovo, J'bdras, Kakina tia anJ Pcri. The adults 
a re - caught in C:epths upto 110 "nu • 
• 
Fishing seasons 
1:he species is Cuught throughout the year, peak season 
being from NOVElllbE:ir to January in Gautawi estuary, August to 
OctobEr in Bombay an..l December-January in the Chilka ,lake. 
Fishing operation anu results . 
10% of the Gulf of Kutch prawn fishery is constituted 
by f.monodon~ The estimated catches of the species from the 
. Gautami estuary in 1960-61 was ~O tonnes anti the average 
rate of catch was 2.1 kg/Jay/net. In the annual average 
landings the species forms about 3%. < 
• 
• 
• 
. . :11: 
Fish farming • 
\ 
The species is cultured _in the Philippines, Taiwan and 
other far east .countries. P~monouon is selectively stocked 
anJ cul tureJ in KakinaJa and "some other estuarine areas in 
India. Intensive cul~ur~ methods involving this species along 
with P.in~cus are being developed in different areas along 
the coast of Imlia. 
3. Penaeus semis'ulCa tus .,tie .Baan 
Distribution 
• 
Distributed in the .tropical Indo-West Pacific ranging from 
Durban Bay through Reu Sea, Indian waters, J'IIalays1a, In.lonesia 
to northern tinu north ~astern austral~a througfr New Guinea, 
Philippine Islands to South Japan. On the In~an coast this 
. is wore common on the east coast, although distributed on 
both the ' coasts. 
Juveniles 
Distribution at uifferent stages 
of life l}1.story 
,. 
• 
Juvenil~s of the species are caught in appreciable numbers 
in the estuarine fishery of the west coast. In the Cochin 
backwaters the distribution and abundance of thes: juveniles 
is purely se~sonal extending from December to June,disappearing 
from tne environment in July when the salinity and temperature 
, 
uccreuse uue t o monsoon ruins anu appearing again in December 
when these increase. 
Mlults 
Adult sp eci@ens of the species form a predominent component 
of the prawn fishery in the Gulf of Ma~r ,and P; lk Bay. It 
also supports a minor fishery in the Tuticorin, Cuudalore 
Portonovo regions, l'lauras anu in the Sunuerbans. 
.J ; " ,. 
, 
• 
• 
Sexuality 
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Bionomies and life history ~ . 
Reoroduc~ion 
. Heterosexual, characteristic thelycum and petasma in 
i'emales and males respectively. Females grow to larger sizes 
tMn males~ 
Maturity 
In Tuticorin and *ndapam areas upto 35~ mature females 
- . 
were obtained in the fishery" during certain months. The size 
of the feJJll:lles at first ma turi ty is 23 lIIIU carapace length. 
Fecur;ldJ,.ty 
Ranges from 67,900 eggs to 660,900 eggs in prawn measuring 
29 mm and 45 Ulf:l carapace length. 
Spawning 
June to September and January-February are the seasons 
of peak spawning in the --Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay, breeding 
taking place in the sea. 
Larval history 
, Recently the larval history of the species has been 
traced by laboratory spaw~ng and rearing of the larval 
, 
sta~es a.t Madras (Devarajan .tl!l., 1978). There are 6 naupllar'I 
3 protozoeal, 3 mysls anu one intermedia~e stage. The post 
larvae resemble those, of f.monodon. 
, Mul t history 
Greatest sj,ze 
In the fishery of the east coast sgecimens measuring 
200 to' 230 rom length are colll!llon. MaxilllUlil \ size attained is 
about 250 mw. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Food 
• 
f.semis ul.catus conSume large quantitie.B of animal matter 
viz., polycbnetes, crustaceans, molluscs, radiolarians, 
, foraminiferan~ a n d fishes as well a s diatoms and algal filaments. 
Growth 
In the e ~. tuary the 'Speci es grow upto a si~e of about 
150 mm. The marine fishery is mostly composed of sizes of 
120 to 220 mm, growth to t he older sizes taking pla ce in the 
sea. 
Population 
Sex ratio 
The· male " and females are mor e or l ess equally distributed 
in the fishing gr .JunuB. 
~ge and size .composition 
Th€: estuarine fishery of the species consisting of sizes 
upto 150 mm io composed of O:"year class pr!lwns and the marinE) 
. - " -fishery of sizes upto a bout 230 mm by O-year and 1 .. year classes • 
. Exploitation 
Fishing area " 
Commerci~l fishery for t he sp e ci~s exist along the &est 
coast in ru-:'i c;)rin , Gulf ;)f i'1annar, pa lk ~y, Cuddalore, Porto 
~ovo, ~ara s a n e:. Sunuerbans. · Juvenil es are faunCl in the fishery 
of Cochin ba c; ~wat~rs a lso a t c erta in ·tiines; 
, 
IFishing s ea sons 
Although present in the fishery in small numbers all 
through the year, the peak SEason in Co chin tackwaters is 
J a nuary t o May. In the palk Bay a nd Gulf ::>f Mannar the peak 
• 
r • • 
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r fishery is in the months October to January. ' ~t Tuticorin th~ 
• peak season is Jam!<lry to June. 
Fishing operation and results 
The estiwa t ed catch of the sp eci~s in Mandapam region duri~ 
the year 1977 was about 191f tonnes. Baclcwater catches at Cochin 
in 1972 amounted t o 4.1 t onnes. . , 
Fish farming 
at prese:rt the species is not cultured in India. In view 
of 'the present success in spawning it in the la bora tory. the 
possibili~y of the sp ~cies getting a pla ce in the intensive 
,cul ture pracUces being developed in the country is bright. 
4. Pep3ellS mergqieOais de M::ln 
Distribution 
Wi<lely ,1istributeu in tropical Vaters from West pakistan 
.;astvurd to New C<lledonia. penetrating the i!.ustralian region 
s :ruthward. On the India~ C:)D.st the species is founu in the 
fishery in tbe middle regions 
In o'ther area " it is f ound in 
• 
r.,.indicus. 
of both east and west coasts. , , 
small numbers along with 
D1>itribution a t different stages of life history 
Larvae 
Large nur:.bers of l arvae in advanced stages of development 
occur in the inshore waters as well il S the estuarine system 
of Goa . as studied by George and Goswami .( 1977). Maximum' 
occurrence of these larvae was noticed in the pre-monsoon 
months. 
• 
• 
• 
" 
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• 
Post larvae 
The uistribution was studied by the same authors at Goa, 
The maximum ingression of these post larvae ~nto the estuary 
was at hightide during monsoon months, NigQt collectiQns 
contained more of these larvae and postlarvae than day 
collections, 
Juveniles 
Juveniles are caught in th~ fishery of estuarine ar~as 
wherever the species forms a fishery in the inshore waters, 
They are distributed in the estuarine systems -of Goa, -Karwar, 
Ratnagiri, Kakinada and Chilka lake, 
hdults 
The adults of the species contribute to fairl~ good fishery 
in the inshore waters of kutnagiri, Goa and Karwar on the west 
coa~t aou Kakinada and P.uri on the ~ast coast. It is also 
founL:, in very sUlllll numbers in other areas like south east 
and south west coasts. 
Sexuality 
Bionomics and life history • 
Reproducti on' 
, 
Heteros~xual thelycum in female :;,.nd petasQJa in male show 
uiagnostic fea tures, ' Females grow to l~rger sizes ~han males. 
Maturity 
... t GoQ. during Octob~r to January larger females -above 
150 = were dominant end most ,of them were muture, J\t Puri 
during the peak season of the fishery in October to December 
maturing and mature s~ecimens uominated in the catches • 
'$ eM 
~ .... 
• 
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FeclJ.Ildity , . 
~l thougl1 eggs have been reared through larval stages, 
, 
no informaticn is available on the number of eggs which have 
a diameter of 0.23 mm. 
Spawning 
The pea ' spawning season of the speciEos in Goa waters, 
derived from the indirect evidence of occurrence of Ibrvae 
,-,nd post larm~e, seems to be from i'lovember to February with 
a secondary pt:ak in "pril-l'fay • . The spawning papulation 
consisted of females ranging from 141 to 185 mID. November-
December pea k spawning is noticed at Puri a lso when females 
of sizes above 175 Jill!I were either mature or spent. 
Larval history 
The larval development has been studied b~ laboratory 
rearing by Raje and Ranade (1972). The eggs are Spherical, 
whi te an~ deiIlt.rsal. ThE: nauplii hatched out in 18 to 24 hours. 
There are 5 .1aupliCir, 3 prolozoeal and 3 mysis stages before 
. . 
- becoming po s',;larvae in about 13 days time after hatching. 
The Gi~~no stic features of the protozoea l a rvae of this 
species for ,l.i.fferentiating from those of f,.indicus are the 
a bsence of bi.f urcate orbital spine in the second protozoea. 
·'l'he .presence ·Jf postero l a teral spine on the 4th abdominal 
se~ment is 'Lhe importunt difference in the post larva • 
.. dul t history 
.Greatest size 
In the f ishery specimens upto sizes uf about 240 rom 
ha ve been ohtaine~ . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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, 
Food • 
Growth 
Length frequ~ncy distribution studi es at Goa inUicated the 
r a t e of growth in females to be 10 mm per month and that in 
mul es 5 mm per month. In Puri the growth rate was slightly 
lower than this. The taggi~ experiments conducted a t Goa, 
howeyer, indica ted a growth rate of a bout 27 mm per month in 
.tnt;; younger sizes. 
PoPula tion 
Sex r a tio 
, 
In the population of the species at Goa dominance of 
fema les ~s noticed. In Puri r egion the catches of -the speci es 
showed prepond~rance of females exc~pt in July. Sizewise 
nnalysiS of sex ratio showed that ther e was little variation 
ih the male t o femal e ratio in sizes below 150 mm. But above 
this size femLl es were by f a r in excess of males: 
Age anu size composition 
. ~t Karwar the model size of the species caught. by- trawl 
-, * 
net is ~41~150 mm In Puri the dominant size groups in the 
fishery in October t o December was 161-180 mm. Smaller sizes r 
. , 
were seen to enter the fishery in January. In -Goa in the trawl 
ca tch~s from October the sizes of femal es ranged from 96 t o 190 
mm a nu in mal es from 101 t o 160 mm. By July the l &rger specimens 
disappeared from the gr ound anu during the r est of the season 
f emal es of 135-146 mID and males of 130-140 ~ size groups 
uominut li:d in the fishery. In the /Sill nat catches from the river 
mo uths in the monsoon months wales r a nging from 95 to 165 mID 
a nu females r a nging from 95 to 195 UIill were caught with dominant 
sizes f or mal es at 130-150 mm anLi. females at 140-160 WID. 
The juve~iles populution in the estuary belonged t o ~he 
O-year cla ss while in the murine fishery 1st and 2nd year classes 
a re included. 
* and that by shore seine 111-115 WID • 
• 
• 
, 
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• Exploitation 
Fishing gear 
fit Karwar the species is mainly caught by shore seines 
and trawl nets. In the inshore fishery trawl nets are operated I 
for catching the species in other areas also. 
Fishing areas 
It contrib4tes t o commercial 
such as Katnagiri, Goa u~d Karwar 
fishery only in certain area's 
on the west coast and Kakinada! 
apd Puri on t he east coast. Small quanti ties are fished from 
the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay ·r egion. Juveniles are found 
in the estuarine areas of these respective areas • 
. ' 
Fishing season 
In Goa re5ion the peak season of fishery of the sp ecies 
is during the post and pre monsoon months. In Karwar the 
species is fish6d . mainly during the monsoon months. At Kakinada 
maximum catch"s are obtained from January to June. ..t Puri 
the ?SUk sea son is from October to December. 
Fishing opera tion aml results 
The trawl catches of the species at Kakinada dtiring 1972 
and 1973 were 5.4 and 4.2 ~onnes respectively. ..t Puri the 
catches during the same years were 359 and 110 tOn4es 
respectively. 
Fish farming 
Efforts f or mass culturing ~f the l a rvae of the xpecies 
by iaboratory spawning and: subsequent rearing of larvae and 
- rearing the juveniles thus obtained to adult sizes are being 
made at the Marine Biological Station at Ratnagiri. 
• 
• 
! 
r 
/ 
• 
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5. I>1etapeaaeus dobso¢ (Miers) 
Distribution 
., 
• 
Distributed in InJian waters through Malay~i~: and 
Indonesia to Philippine!! Islanus. 'rowards the west it is 
found in the Gulf of aden through the coast of Paltistan. 
In Indian waters the species is present in inshore waters 
upto a depth of about 40 m an~ the juvenil~ -stages in the 
estuaries of most of the co~stline. More common along.the 
west coast from' Goa to Quilon, forming a majo~ fishery. 
, • 1- "' •• _ .... ( .... _ 
Distribution in different stages of life 
history 
Eggs and lqrvae 
Eggs and larvae of H.dobsoni ere common ~t the surfaqe 
and near the bottom in depth ranging from 3 to 25 m ~ear 
estuaries between Quilon and Go~. The distribution of larvae 
. . . ..._-
of the species in Cochin waters, and the waters 'of Goa' have 
been particularly' studied by several authors. They are most 
abundant from September to april. 
• 
Post larvae 
The early post larval stages migrate into the various 
estuaries and backwaters along the Indian coast. In the 
, -
Cochin bac~a~ers quite a large proportion of the post larvae 
enter ,before' they reach a length of about 7 1iIm ! The post 
larvae are Iound to occur throughout the rear with ' peak abUincUll1c:t!I 
in June through August ,and November-December. In the estuaries 
and inshore waters of Goa the post larvae are most abund/:lnt 
in January to £1ay • 
( 
, -
. ... --
- - -
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• Juveniles 
. The juv~niles are present in most of the estuaries 
throughout th~ year and contribute to ~jor ·part of the 
f1sherY ' irt most months. 
Adults 
adults are most abundant in -the indigenous fishery of 
Co chin area from 1-1ay...June to September-october and in_ the 
mechanised fishery from October-November to June...July. In 
Goa region the adults are ablindant froll\ October to February-
tlJarch. Concentration of adult's of the species are found to 
occur in pl~ce s of mud bank, ·chaakara·, formation along the 
south west const of India. 
Sexuality 
Heterosexual, 
male respectively. 
illaturi ty 
Bionomics and life history 
Reproduction 
Thelycum and petasma present in female and 
Females attain larger sizes than males. 
The size of the female at first sexual maturity is 64 mm 
and that is estimated as belonging to l a te O-year class. 
Fertilization is external a.s in other specitis of penaeids. 
Fecundity 
Fecundity ranges from 34,500 eggs in 70 mm size prawn to 
160,000 eggs in 120 rom size. The estimated relationship of 
body length of the prawn to the number of eggs ' is log 
F s -07175 + 2.8473 log L where F is the fecundity and L total 
length in!lllll. Thollu;. s II tl (1974) got 50,000 tiggs spawned in 
thE la bora tory • 
• 
• 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
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Spawning 
• 
In Calicut the s'pawning S\3ason of the species, is reported 
from September to april with peak in September to.. January. In 
Cochin wa ters there is spawning throughout the year with peaks 
in april, June through J\llgust and in November-December. In 
Goa region the peak spawning ,is noticed from January to May. 
It is, esti~ted that ~ndividual specim~ spawn 5 times 
dl,lI'ing the life time with an interval of 2 months betw.een 
successive ~pawnings. 
The, species breeds in 'the inshore waters inside the 25 mm ' 
depth re'gion • 
. , 
Eggs 
The most highly developed ovarian eggs measure 0'.32 ram in 
diameter. The newly spaWned eggs ,.measure 0!35 to 0.44 fIlIIl. 
Larval, history 
Development of the species through 3 to 5 naupliar, 
3 protozoeal, 3 mysis an d 13 post larval s~ges was described 
by Menon (1952) and Rao (1973). ThO~S ~.~ (1974) describe 
6 naupliar stages and i1uthu ~ ~ (1978) 5 mysis and 2 inter-
llJ ediate stages as a result of spuwning i~ the laboratory,. 
The nauplius phase in the life history ' lasts from 24 to 43 
hours. First post lurva was ob~erved 13 clays anQ 8 hours 
after spawning. 
l<dul t history 
Greatest size 
hbout 130 rom in total length is the maximum size attained 
by the fewal es of the species • 
• 
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Food 
The food in, general consists of , varying amounts of organic 
matter mixed with . sand mud, copepods, nematodes, amphipods, 
gastropods, lamellibranchs, algae like Cladophora and diatoms 
such as Fragilaria, Coscinodiscus; Pleurosigma. Cyclotella etc 
for~ the major components of food items. The species is 
generally considere6i as a detrJ. tUB feedor. 
Growth 
The growth rates estimated by earlier workers by the 
length frequency method seem to be on the lower side when 
compared with ' the fast growth rates noticed in the intensive 
culture experiments. The juveniles grow in the estuarine 
environme~t at an average rate of growth of about 10 rom per 
1Il0nth • 
I"'ligra tion and local movements 
As in other penaeids, the life 'cycle is compl'eted in two 
• 
environments, namely the brackish waters and the sea. So 
regular movements of younger stages into the backwater and the 
old.er sizes back to the sea takes place. apart from the 
larval migration to the backwaters, a size oriented, sex_ise 
movement has been observed in the inshore waters of Cochin. 
. ~ 
The moveJlrent of the adult population into mud bank areas hD. s 
been recorded. 
In the Godavari estuary emigration and immigration of the 
species has been found to be more intensive during the new moon 
days than during full moon lIays. IlIlr.Iigration of large numbers 
of, juvenil"es into the estuary takes place during dawn. 
• 
• 
, .. '
• 
• 
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; Population • 
Sex ratio 
A size oriented sex r.~tio difference was noticed in the 
fishing grounds of Co chin. the distribution of th(e sexes 
, ." 
varies significantly from 'aonth to month. This differential 
s'ex ratios may pe the result of breeding migrat.ions of femal es. 
Age a nd size composition 
The life span of the species is estimate& to be about 2 
years, mal es and females attaining respectively· lengths of 
97/115 mm at the end of first' year and 122/135' mm ... t the end 
' of second year. Thus the bulk of the commeI'cial 'fishery both 
in the back ~aters and in the sea is sUpported by 3-12 months 
old prawns. 
/ 
Mortality 
The total annual instantaneous mortality rate in the trawl 
fishery of the speci~s at Co chin e&timated by two , dif~erent 
methods 'show an average of 3.21. The estimated arlnUal total 
morta,li ty rate for the males and femaltls it:l ttle fishert at 
Ambalapuzha is 3.8 and 3.1 respectively. ,Alagaraja: et al (1986) 
estima~ed instantaneous total mortality of the species in 
~ 
Cochin harbour fishery for 1980 and 198~ at 1 .00 'with standard 
error 0.23. 
, 
§xplo1tation 
Fishing gear and fishirig craft 
These a r e the , same a,s in other pena!"id prawns. In addition 
in r ecent YbUrs the sp eci es has ' been "obtained in large concent-
, ' 
rateLl shoals in purse seine catches off Cochin and l'bngalore 
in the month of SeptembeF (Sukumuran, 1985) 
" 
:-... 
• 
, , 
• 
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• 
Fishing areas 
The main fishing area s are the inshore waters of the west 
coast from GOD. to Quilon. In a depth r egion upto 40 m and 
inshore ·waters of ~nUhra Prade sh and Orissa. Juveniles are 
fished from the estuari es ana backwaters. 
Fishing s easons 
In the backwaters the fishing is done throughout the year. 
In t~e paddy fields of Kerala the fishery is seasonal from 
middl~ o~ November .to middle of April. In the indigenous 
fishery in the insho're waters of the southwest coast the speciE 
is most common in May~une to September-october. In the .traw] 
fiShery the peak sea,son of the fishery is from November-Decembe 
t o March-April. In Goa region the species 1s most abundant I 
in the· fishery from October to February-March. 
Fishing opera tion and results 
The ?er centage composi ti ,)fi of the species -in the all India 
pe~eid pr awn l andings is about 34%. Wide fluctua tions in th 
ca tches are noticed in vurious centres from year t o year. Th s 
a re probably fluctuati0ns due t o na tural ca uses. 
Fish f a rming 
!1. dobsoni is the most important species in the paddy fi e-ll 
prawn fl1 trn t ion practic ed in Kerala backwu t ars in which very 
little culture of the spE ci ~ s is involved, apart fr JID the 
trapping of udol oscent stages. Lcrge scale culture practice 
of the sp ,"ci es are inv.:) lved in the intensiv" prawn culture 
methods. 
• 
/ 
• 
r, 
• 
• 
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• 6. Metupenaeus affinis (H.Mllne E~wards) 
Distribution 
General distribution of the species iq Indian seas through 
. . 
Nalaysia anu ;lart of Indonesia to Hongkong and Japan. In Indian 
waters juveniles are found in small numb~r~ in the backwaters 
and estuaries and adults contribute to the fishery of the 
inshore waters upto a depth of about 45 m in most of the 
coastal areas. 
Larvae 
Distribution in- different 'stages, of life 
history 
George & Goswami (1971) describep, the di,stri.bution of 
larvc:le of the speci~s in Goa ,waters and central west coast 
and the occurrence in large numbers in January ' to March • • 
Post larvae 
The occurrence of post larvae of the species is reported 
from the inshore waters Of Goa. There does not 'SQem to: be much 
- . 
large scale migration of the post· larval stages irito the 
estuaries as in the case of j1.dobsoni and other speci"es. 
Juveniles 
Juveniles are found to a certain extent i~ the fishery 
of sever~l of the estuaries. But the species ,never accounts 
for JlIore than about 10% of the catch in the .fishery f .or juvenile 
prawns in the backwaters Of Cochin. It is more commonly found 
in the fishery from January to June. 
Adults 
In the fishing grounds of the west coast of India adults 
of the specieS are most cowmon in November-December and January. 
Adul ts are founa in the coastal fishery of most of the areas 
of the country • 
, 
, ' 
• 
• 
Sexuality 
. , 
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Bionomics and lite history 
Reproduction. 
Heterosexual. l'helY9um and petasma present in male and 
ft;male ,Ilespt.ctively. Females ,attain larger sizes than males. 
1'1a tur ity' 
The size of female at first maturity ·.ls 88 mm at the late 
a-year class. as in other penaeitls fertilization is external. 
Fecundity 
The number of eggs in the well developed ovary ranges from 
88,000 to 363,qoO in specimens measuring 95 mm and 160 mm 
Ile'spectively. .The estimated relationship of body length to 
the numb=r of eggs is log Fa-0.4306 + -2.7179 log L whe~e F is 
in the number of eggs and L is the total length in mm. 
Spawning 
• 
In Cochin waters the breeding season is from Octob.er to 
tl/arch with peak in November, Decem'ber, January to l'1ar6h is the 
spawning period in Calicut and Goa waters·, In Bombay wa.ters the I 
peak spawning is in October and hpril to June. 
It is t;stimated that the species spawns more than once 
~uring its growth from 90 mm · to 160 !DIn. 
There ar€' inuications that the spec~€s moves to slightly 
offshore areas for spawning •. ' In Cochin it is found to breed 
in waters of ~epth 25-45 m. 
• 
• 
I I ' 
I 
• 
• 
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Eggs 
• 
The ovarian egg at , ma~~~ de~elopment mea sures ' O.352 mm 
in diameter. The .eggs ~spawned measure 0.23 - 0.25 mm. The 
embryonic mass measures 0.14 mm, the rest of it, being perivete-
lUne space. 
Larval history 
The larval development of the species has been described 
by Thomas ~ ~ (1974) . as a result of laboratory ,spawning and 
rearing. There are 6 nauplius, 3 protozoea and 3 mysis stages. 
Muthu et 'al , (1978) described 5 mysis and 2 intermediate stages. 
-- , 
First post larvae is reached in about 12¥2 days after spawning. , 
Adult history " 
Greatest SiZE 
" 
170, mm is recorded as th,e maximum size to which the species 
grows.,' 
-. . 
, ~.~:.. : 
Food 
The species is r~ported to feed mainly in v~getable matter • 
• 
The items of f dod in their order of abundance in stomachs are 
vegeta'ttle , matter, small crustaceans (copepods' a'nd ostracods) 
, ' . 
polychaets, echiurid setae, molluscan shell pieces and fish 
remains. The species is an ommivorous feeder ' and larger prawns 
show a preference to a moll'uscan diet. 
Growth 
In the trawl en tches' of' Coc'hin a growth '.of 20 mm - in males 
and 25 ' mm in females .. in about 6 months was recorded in the 
larger .. sizes of 1-year c~ss. In , the Goa ,coa.s'\; the species 
grows at an average monthly rate of 6.6 mm in females and 
4.0 mm in males. StilI lesser grow~ rates have been recorded 
, 
a t other areas by st.udying the length frequency. In culture 
• 
• 
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• experiments it may show higher growth rates as in other 
specilOs. ' 
. 
Migration and local movements 
The migration of this species to estuaries is very much 
restr.icted when compared. to the other species of the genUs. 
In the Godavari estuary the immigration , of juveniles was 
notic",11 to be, most marked at llawn and emigration during night. 
In the offshore shrimping grounds off Co chin the species 
moves to deeper waters during the monsoon period and return 
after the monsoon. 
Population 
Sex ratio 
Sexes are found to be equally distributed upto a size of 
about 120 mm. among older prawns above this size females 
dominate in the catches ,of the south west coast. Domination 
of females wa s reported in the catches of other areas also. , 
Age and size composition 
. I 
In the trawl fishery of Cochin the 1st and 2nd year classef 
represented. The 2nU year classes generally enter the I are 
fishery in the earlier halt of the seaS0n and the 1s~ year 
classes appear in the later half. The late O-year class is 
also reJresented in some months. In the backwater fishery the 
O-year class is represented to a limited extent. 
From Oct0ber to January l~rger sizes with length between 
121 and 140 rom are represented in large numbers. After F.ebrua~ 
smaller sizes are represented in the fishery in most of the 
areas of the fishery. In Goa and Bombay waters the sizes of 
the prawns in the fishery ranged from 45 and 170 ,mm. 
• 
• 
~ -' ~ 
f· 
. , 
• 
• 
• 
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Exoloi ta tion 
• 
Fishing areas 
The main fishing areas.-ar·e the inshore wat_ers upto about 
50 m. ·In the fish~ry of Co chin a .cencentration of the species 
_ 11'1 notAced a ~ 18-20 m depth. region. In Bombay waters the main 
- . 
f .i,.shing. a.reas are in depth regions inside 15 m,_ Juveniles are 
fished -to a limited extent from the estuaries. , 
Fishing seasons -
,_ In the ' ba ckwater fishery, of Coct}in the species is most 
abundant- from Janwry to June. In the i~hore anu trawl fishery 
the main season is from October to May with peak in November-
December to February. 
Fishing operation and results 
Th~ p~rcentage composition .Df the species ,in the prawn 
fishery of the country is about 9.6%. The total ' catch of the 
species i~ the trawl fishery of Cochin for the' sea'son 1959-60 
, 
ranged f~o~ 479 kg to 14182 kg. The catch per hour ranged 
from 1.6 kg to 22.9 kg in th'e case of this species·. -
Fish farming . -' 
In the paddy field prawn filtration fishery practised 
in Kerala backwaters; .the perc.entage contribution of this 
. . 
species is very 11 ttle. ,The recent success -in the 'spawning 
of the speCies, in the laboratory may prove useful in its 
culture • 
, 
• 
/ 
• 
• 
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7. Metapenaeus monoceros (Fabricius) 
Distribution 
widely distributed from South africa through Mediterranean 
and Indiari seas to l~laysia. In India it occurs along the 
entire coastline, found in juvenile stages in estuaries and 
adults in the sea up;o 60m depth areas. 
Larvae 
Distribution in different stages of life 
history 
Distributibn of the larvae of the species was studied by 
Rao (1973) in Co chin ·waters. George & Goswami (1977) described 
the distribut.ion of the larvae in the estuaries and inshore wate 
of Goa and reported their peak occurrence from November to 
February. 
Post larvae 
The occurrence ' of post larvae of the species has been 
repor~d from several estuarine areas and their distribution 
ha'S been used as an indirect evidence to find out the sPawning 
season of the speCies '. 'i'he post larval recrtp.tment into the 
baCKwaters of Cochin' was studied showing their . peak occurrence 
in November-December and July_ugust. 
Juveniles 
The , juveniles are present in the estuaries and backwaters 
and contribute to a fishery in most of these inside waters 
like Co chin bac~aters, Ganget1c delta area and others. 
(~ 
• 
• 
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• 
Adults 
-The adu~ts are found in the sea slightly ~eeper Waters 
than the o'tner species of Metapenaeus; upto about 60 m dep~h 
, r 
region, contri buting to a fishery in most of the coastal areas. 
l Bionomics and life history 
I 
I 
r 
• 
k.eproduction 
Sexuality 
Heteros e:~ual 'l:helycum in female and petasma in males 
, 
diagnostic of the. species • . Fema}es attain larger sizes than 
males. " 
By indirect evidences it is conclud·ed that · t~e s pecies 
do not attain maturity before r.eaching a length of about 120. 
Fertilization is external. 
Fecundity 
.' 
NU!)Iber 0:C eggs pr oduced by females of the species varied 
from 155,000 t o 338,000 (Nalini 1976). 
Spawning ~ 
• 
A spawni:1g ground of the species was located ,. in the 50-6Om 
depth area of f eochin. 
Peak spawning period ·is r ecor ded as July...August and 
December. I n thE:! Gulf of Kutch area· the 'Spawning season is from 
J.o' e bruary to J' . pr i1 • 
Eggs 
The eggti spawned in the. labora~ory measure 0.35 mm in 
diaiJJ~ter and are spherical and brownish in appearance. They 
Ditch out in 18 to 24 hours • 
• 
r I 
" 
• 
.', 
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Laryal l?-1storv 
, ~ccordi~ to Raje and Ranade (1972) the results of 
laboratory rearing showed 5 naupl1ar, 3 protozor"land 5 mysiS 
stages. The recent experiments by i'lohammed et 'al ' (1978) gave 
6 naupl1ar, 3 protozoeal ,and 6 mysis stages by laboratory 
culture. 
Adult history 
Grea test size 
The species, grows to a maximum size of 190 mm. 
Food 
Feeds mostly on stDB.ll 
copepods and Tanaidacea. 
crustaceans like amphipods, isopods 
Polychaet remains vegetable ma tter 
and molluscan shell remains are other food it9IDs.' ~ size 
wise difference is noticed in the feeding of the species. 
Selective feeding of different size groups are recorded by 
• 
,George (1974). 
Growth 
, By laboratory rearing a~ averag~ growth rate of 7.98 mm 
per mo~th was recorded in the species. In the paddy field 
fishery George (1975) has recorded a growth rate of 0.47 mml 
day for juveniles, amounting to 14 mm per month. In the 
, 
Gulf of Kutch area these prawn& are r eported to attain 102 mm 
in 5 months period. 
George (1959) recorded 32 moults during a period of 
growth of the species from 3 mm to about 100 mm. 
.. • I 
• 
1 
I 
{ 
!. 
, 
• 
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Migration and movements • 
In the offshore trawling grounds or! Cochin movements 
of the bigger sizes into the ground fro~ deeper waters was 
observed in the early half of thE season in November • . In 
the Gulf of Kutch ar~ these prawns are nQt1ced to move to 
qeep~r ,waters and open areas 1'rom Jlugust to November. 
In the Goda~ri· e~~u8ry migration out of the estuary 
was mostly nocturnai and illlllligra tion was. greatest at dawn. 
'rhe outward migration was most. intense in Decelllber,~y and 
June .• 
population 
Sex ratio 
~ slient dominance of felliales has been noticed in the 
juveniles in the backwater catches. 
hge and size composition 
The estuarine 1'ishery is generally supported by prawns 
illeasuring less than 100 rom with dominant sizes ranging from 
55-90 rom. These prawns belong to the O-year class. In the 
marine 1'ishery the size of the species range from 90 rom to 
175 mm, bulk of the catch being composed of by prawns 
measur.ing between 1.25 rom and 150 mID. 2 or -3. year classes 
are probably represented in these catches. 
Exploitation 
Fishing areas 
The fishery for juveniles is l argely in enclosed or 
partly enclosed waters such as paddy fields, 
and l~goons in waters of less than 5m depth. 
fished in de pths upto 60 m o1'f Cochin • 
estuaries 
Adults are 
• :34: 
Fishing" season 
The species is fished through out the year in the 
, or 
backwaters with the peak season in March to June and November 
In the marine fishery of Cochin the peak season is November-
December. In Bombay waters the peak fishery is during the 
ra~nr se~son July and August. In the Godavari estuary the 
species is !IIost abunda~t in i'fay to June and November-December 
F!Shing operation and resu~ts 
In the trawl fishery f,or prawns off Cochin i11 the years 
1958- 63 the total catchl"s of li.monoctros in the months in 
\ . " 
wtri~h it was -fished significantly, mainly Novemb~r,Dft~ember, 
varied from 0.65 tonnes to 3.9 tonnes. The catch per hour 
f::Jr the species V"dried from 2.3 to 21.3 kg. -The percenmge 
composition of the species in the prawn fishtry of the 
country is about 4.5%. 
Fish farming 
• The juyeniles of this species are fished in the_ paddy 
~ield prawn filtration fishery of Kerala backwaters along wi 
other speci "s. ApaFt from this culture of the species is not 
la bora tory in Cochin and Ra tnagiri may prove useful in its 
culture. -
Distribution 
, 
6. Metapepaeus brevicornis 
(H.Milne Edwards) 
The species is distributed frow West pakistan through 
Indian, ~laysian, Thai and Indonesian waters to about East 
. Borneo. ' In Indian waters j1.breyicornis has Ii. more northerly 
distributipn when compared to tbe other species of ~M~e~ta~~~~ 
contributing to the· fishery in the northern region both on 
the west and ~st coasts. 
* carried out. The recent successes in the spawning 
of the species Ln the 
• 
• 
~ . 
• 
Juveniles 
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Distribution in different stag#s_of 
life history 
• 
Juv~nilRs occur throughout th~ year in the upper and 
middle reaches of the Hooghly estuarine system, most common 
from JUly to Nov~U1ber. Juveniles and young adUlts also occur 
throughout the y<:ar in inshore waters near Bombay. The species 
is found in Goda~ri estuary also, 
.t\dUl ts 
Mature adults are found in the lower reach~s of the 
tlooghly estuary as well as off shore waters of Bombay. 
Sexuality 
Bionomics and life history 
Reproduction 
tieterosexual, F'emale has thelycum and male possess 
, 
petasma with Specific characters, 
Naturity 
according to Hajyalakshmi (1961) the species attains 
maturity at a length of about 100 mm. But Bhlmachar (1965) 
gave the sizE, at lIIi:lturity as 75 IlliJ1 length. I?ertilisatlon 
i s ext~rnal. 
Spawning 
In the Hcoghly estuarine system the Species is reported 
to have 2 spawning s~asons, one in the early summer, i~rch 
and april and thE other in the monsoon months JUly and 
August and the spawning takES place in the marine zone of 
the estuary and the inshore areas. In BOlli~y ~ters mating 
) 
• 
'. 
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is'reported to take place in shallow water and the· females 
migrate to deeper :waters for ·spawnIng. At Kandla the species 
breeds during March, April. 
Larval history 
Ra'o (1978) worked out partly the larval development of 
the species. 6 naupliar, 3 protozoea and 1 roysis stages 
have been d~scribed by hiJ!l •. 
adult hl;story 
Greatest size 
The maximum size attained by the species is reported to 
be about 135 rom. 
Food 
The items of food in their order of &bundance are vegetabl 
ma tter m&inly consisting of angiosperm tissue and filomentous 
algae, small crustacean remains, appendages and other remains 
of large crustacea, remains of fishes, molluscan shell remains 
. _. 
and polychaetn . Sand gz:-ains are also present •. 
Growth 
In the H()oghly region the males and females of the species 
attain lengths of 45.8/47.4 mm respectively at the end of first 
year of iife and 85.0/89.0 mm at the end of second year of life. 
Juveniles grO\~ approximately at a rate of 3 mm per month. MOre 
or less similar growth rate is recorded in the fishery at 
. . 
Kandla. Thi s growth rate appears to be very slow when compared 
to the results obtai~ed in' culture experiments in other allied 
species. 
• 
,/ / 
• 
• 
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Faster growth rate in females is recorded in Hooghly 
in sumw~r when the temperature and salinity of the estuarine 
wa ters are -high, Uledium during rainy season when the salinity 
is low anu teillp~rature fairly high and low during winter 
, 
season when high salinity and low temperature prevail. 
f1igration anLl local movements 
In Hooghly' estuary the atlul ts migrate to the lower 
reaches and inshore areas for breeding and the young migrate 
up the estuary. In Bombay waters adult females migrate away 
from the inshore areas for spawning. In Godavari estuary 
emigration rEached the peak in l~y commEncing from January, 
mostly during day time. Immigration was at the maximum at 
dnwn. 
Population 
Sex ratio , 
the 
In most of the month female are found 
ca tch both in Bombay and Hooghly. 
age and size composition 
to domina te in 
• 
The size of the spEciES ranges between 15 and 115 rom 
in the estuwrine fishery of Hooghly. In Bombay waters the 
sizes ranges between 4a mm and 110 ~n. In the Kutch region 
the creek fishery is composed of sizes between 26-55 mm 
and the inshore fishery by sizes vf 66-135 rom. 
In the lower reach~s of the upper zone and the upper 
reaches of the middle zone of the Hooghly estuary 1 and 2 
year groups form the fishery, the former dominating .in 
most of the months. In the lowt;r middle and the lower 
zones a and 3 y~ar groups also cJntribute to the fishery, 
the a-year group appearing between July and December • 
• .. 
• 
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Exploi ta tion 
Fishing gear 
In the Hooghly estuarine system bag nets (bhinjal and , 
°thorjal) form the main type of gear and account' for nearly 
90% of tbe total catch. Small drag nets and dip nets accDunt 
for the rest of the landings of the species. 
It is also caught in barrier nets (Kalpata Jal). In 
Bombay coast the dol net or bag net and its vuriant boksh! 
are the main gear for catching this species alDng with Dther 
prawns. 
Fishing crafts 
The spe ci ~ s is generally fished withDut the help of boats 
in the HDDghly estuary. 
Fishing areas 
, The species has a fiShery in the n0rthern parts of both 
west and east coast" fished in the estuaries and 
waters of these areas. In Bombay the sp~cies is 
shallow waters varying in depth frOm 7 to 13 m. 
also it is fished in shallow waters • 
. Fishing seaSDn 
. 
inshDre 
caught in 
In .Hooghly 
July, to. February i/l th~ main seaSDn for the species in 
the GUlf of Kutch area. AlDng the Bombay coast the peak 
seaSDn is from January to March. In the H0Dghly estuarine 
system, althDugh it is . fished through Dut the year, the bulk 
Df ~e ,lQnalngs is in th~ winter months November to. February. 
T.be ·ma-fn fishing sea~on C0l111i1enCeS in i\ugust and continues 
to t'tlrch. In the G0davari estuary the seaSDn is from J'larch 
tQ June. 
• 
• I 
• 
• 
" 
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Fishing opera tion and results 
J\bout ~.o:f the total prawn catch of Hooghly estuary is 
contributed ~ this species. In Bombay waters in 1952 to 1954 
, " 
the species averaged 12.~ , of ' the total prawn catch. In Gulf 
, . 
of Kutch region the co~tribution of the species ,'to the. fishery 
. . -" ~ . 
varies from 13.7 to '27.4'1>. " • 
Fish farming 
the spe'eies is not cllltured in any ; ~t. .of the country • 
. 
9 ... Jl#:r4penaeopsis stYl~era (H.Miln~ Edwards) 
lJistributio~ 
" 
Gener&l distribution of the species is from west Pakistan 
and India and Geylon waters tnrough 11a.laysia ti ~onesia and 
Borneo. I 'n In<..lian waters it is di stri buted 'ant'e;l1:i:zig the 
coastline, more especialt.""nn the west c'oast and SOl,lth east 
coast and is one of the most important commercially exploited 
'species. 
• 
f_ 
,Distribution .in different stage of. 
1ife history 
Eggs 
Very little information is available on the distribution 
of eggs of ,the species. 
at a depth of 13-22 m. 
~gg~ are liber&ted in shallow waters 
. 
,Eggs which seem to belong to this 
species have been collected from the inshore waters of Co chin 
in October. 
Larvae ' 
Early larval stages inGlud·ing protozoea and mysis stages 
occur in the inshore waters of Co chin from October to. May. The 
distribution of the ldrvae of the species in Central ' West 
coast has been studied by Goswami §! Sl (1977). Large numbers 
\ 
• 
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• 
of tllese larvae are .. g.istributed in, the inshore waters of Goa 
and this ~~ been studied by George and Goswami '( 1977). 
J ' ~ ~ _ .. 
Co~trary to the earlier unuerstanding ' that the .species 'is 
strictly marine without &.n estUarine phase , in the ute 
history, larvae ; a.t t 1:te .. , species · hav~ been found to be distrl- -
. "">- I' • 
bufed in the estuaries 'of' Goa, especially nearer the .~uth. 
Post larvae 
,Post l a r y,ae are distributed in the i~shQre waters of 
.. 
Cochin, central west coast and Goa. 
Juveniles ~ . 
J~vep.lles r~nging in size .. frofll · 10 to 20 !JIIIl lIave been 
fOUQd in the. months Uecembe~ to JUne in caliQ~t waters. 
Juvenilea are distributed in th~ inshore 
where the ,speclesoccur i n the 'fi shery. 
~ .. i ~ 
adults ' ~ , 
, . 
waters of the areas 
, 
On the west coast of ~di~ ; he adults of the species is 
most abundant from Veraval '1;O' the ~j;~ndrU/II coast, but moder-
~ . " 
a te;ty a:vaila hIe in the' Sind, ' l>1akran 'and Kutch areas. it is 
found in smaller numbers in the ea'st coast. 
Sexuality 
Bionomigs and life history 
Reproduction 
: 
Heterosexual. Petasma and thelycU/II in ma~es and females 
.' . 
respectively have diagnostic features. ' Females grow to larger 
sizes. 
• 
• 
• 
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Maturity 
• 
The size of females at first maturity is 63.2 mID in the 
1 st year of its life. As in other penaeids fertIlisation is 
external. 
, 
Fecundfty 
• 
The number of eggs in mature specimens ranges from 39,500 
to 236,000 in size of 70 mID and 120 mm respect~vely. The formula 
for the relationship between, the f ,ecundi ty a~d total length is 
given as Log Fa -1.5746+3.3437 Log L where F is fecundity and 
L total length. The coefficient of correlation (r) is 0.9079. 
!;;pawning 
Indi vidual prawn spawns 5 times during life time with a 
gap of two months between successive spawnings. 
'. 
The species breeds throughout the year, but peak spawning 
season varies from place to place. at Bombay the peak- spawnin5 
is from Deceplber to Hay. In Goa waters the peak of spawning 
seems to be from December to F~bruary. along the ~labar 
coast the peak occurs during October-December. At' Cochln 
November-January and a pril are the peak spawning season and 
October to December at ~mbalapuzha. 
Larval history 
The larval development of the species has been described 
by Rao (1973) and Muthu .ll ~ (1978) by la bora tory spawning 
and rearing. While 6 naupliar, 3 protozoea and 3 mysis stages 
in the development of the larvae have been described by Rao 
(1973), 7 mysis stages have been described by Muthu ~~ (1978). 
, 
" 
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~d.ul t history . 
Greatest size 
Maximum size reached is about 145 1DIIl • 
. F'ood 
, The species feeds mainly on SUJall crustaceans like " 
Copepods, Cirripeds (cypr.,larvae), mysids, amphipods, larval ' 
decapods, minute ga'stropods, bivalves and foramin!ferans. 
'Vegetable matter other thfln diatoms is rarely found in the 
stomach ,contents. AS in other penaeids the stomachs also 
contain a considerable amount of sand and mud. 
Growth 
In Co~hin' wa ters the growth rate recorded is 15 lIIUI for 
males: and 20 mID females in the size runge of 81-110 mm during 
~ ' petioa of 4 months. At Bombay a monthly growth rate of 
10 rom is obsErved in the population ranging in size from 
51-55 mm to 81-85 mm' for males and 61-65 mm to 91-95 mm' for 
fellll1l.es. At Arubalapuzha the average growth rate is found to e 
5, iDm 'per month. 
Migration and local movements 
In the inS'hore. waters annual migra tory movements are 
noticed. The shoreward~ovement commences in October. Towa, ds 
the end of May after the commencement of the south west mons on 
these prawns move into slightly ueeper waters. The larger 
prawns are the first to leaye the inshore waters and these are fOllo~e~ by younger ones. I 
Population 
Sex ratio I 
In the populi':! tion, males predomina te in the smaller size 
groups and femalee in the larger Size groups and females ar~ 
predominant for 6 months from January to June coinciding wi 
• I 
• I 
• 
• 
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• 
the peak breeding season. Segregation of females during the 
breeding. period is noticed at Cochin also. 
-
~ge and size cOillposition 
It is estimated that the species attains a size "Of 63.3 
mm, 91.4 mID, 108.7 lAm and 117.2 rom respectively when they are 
6, 12, 16 and 24 months old. . 'l'hus bulk of the fishery is 
supported by 7-12 months old prawns. 
although the size range of species encountered is 10 lDII1-
145 mm the fishery is supported by 51-120 mm size groups. 
Mortality 
In the prawn fishery at Ambalapuzha the total mortality 
bas been estimated by Kurup & Rao (1974). The.annual total 
mortality of the species is estimated to be 3.9 and 2.9 in 
males and females respectively. Alagaraja. et ~ (1966) 
estimated the total instantaneous mortality of the species 
at Cochin Harbour and Sakth1kulangara (Neendakara) in Kerala 
• 
f-or 1961 and 1962 fishery for males and fewales separately. 
The mortality figures are 1.19 and 1.33 fOr .males and 0.70 
ana 0.58 for females at Cochin fisheries harbOUr and 
SakthikUlangnra respectively. 
Exploitation 
Fishing gear and fishing craft 
The species contributes to good fishery In the entire 
areas of the west coast in the inshore waters upto about 
40m depth. In the southernmost region of the west coast, 
south of Trivandrum and along the east coast the species is 
found in lesser numbers • 
• 
-
, J ~, 
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• The peak fishing s'eason is from October to December at 
Veravel. September-Qctober- and January to _ 1$y in B'ombay. 
April. Juiy-august at Karwar, January to Apri'l at Cannanore, 
February to May in the Malabar coast and September-Qctober, 
January-February and April-May along the south 'west coast • 
• 
Fishing operation and result 
, ' 
The contribution of this species to the annual shrimp 
-, landings of the country 'is about 30%. In recent years there 
has been an increase in the contribution of this species in 
the fishery, thus beco~ipg the most abundant species. 
At Karwar in 1965-66 the landings of the species was 
0.8 tonnes. At Mangalore the species form s 31.~ of the 
total estimated landings of 1030.4 tonnes. At Cochin the 
_average monthly catch of, s~imps landed by mechanised vessels 
has b~eI. estimated as 311 tonn"s and the percentage of 
~.stylifera varies in di~ferent months from 2.8 to 40.2. The 
fishing of this svecies has become ,more prominent with the 
'. ~ . .. ~ . 
comm#ncement of the monsoon season shri~p trawl fishery at 
Sak th1kulangara near- Q~il.()n in Kerala, - where nearly 800' of' 
• ',I 
th~ 'cat-ch~s are being contributed by tpis species. 
10. ParapenaeoDsis hardwickii (Miers) 
Distribution 
, 
Distributed in the northern part of the west coast and 
east coast of India through Malayasia to Southern China. 
In InUiaQ waters it is found in the coastal waters from 
Goa upwards on the west coast and mostly along the Andhra 
area .1n th" WIiIS1! coast • 
.e.o..ot-
Bionomics and life history 
In Bombay waters the specie's spawns from Octdber to 
February with maximum intensity in December,January. 
Maximum size reached is bout 14Omm. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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population 
The ~opulation .of the species found in Bombay showed wide 
di·sparity of the sizes of males and females. The females were 
recorded upto a size of 125 mm while the largest male was only 
• 
85 mm. The percentage of males in the catches are also poor. 
In the distribution of the sizes it is noticed ' that the size 
range of females begin from the point where the size range of 
females end .Moha~ed (1967) was of opinion that this may be 
due to the flhenomenon of sex reversal (prota~drous hermaphro-
ditism), although he ~s not attempted to establish the fact. 
In Kaldnada the sizes ranged from 50 mm with modal sizes 
105-119 mm. 
Exploi ta tion 
The species contributed to a fishery ' in 'Goa coast, Mahara 
htra coast and Kakinada coast, although the fishing season is 
limited to a few months. l!.long 11aharashtra coast when it 
contributes to the maximum fishery it appears in the catches 
from November onwards, with peak occurrence 
Janua.ry. In Kakinada' "coast the species has 
in august - September and forms 3.4% of the 
of the area. 
in December and 
• 
the peak fishery 
total prawn fishery 
11. Parapenaeopsis sculptilis (Heller) 
Distribution 
The species has a general distribution from west coast of 
India to Hong Kong, through Malaysian waters and Indonesia and 
also tropical Australia and New Quines. In India it is found 
in Goa and Maharashtra waters on the west coast and Andhra 
coast upwards in the east coast • 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
Bionomics and life history 
, 
It grows to a maximum size of ubout 1~5 mm. as in the 
• 
case of f.hardwickii the cultrate rostrum in ad~lt males is 
a , characteristic f~ature of the. species • 
,Population 
~ ';0- ---::-.. " .- <\ _ 
In Karnataka area the trawl fishery contained specimens 
• :J ~ I • • 
ranging in size from 65 to 175 m,m with ,aajQr size groups 
. . . , 
~drying from ,115~140 mm. ~t: Bowbay the species appears in 
~ • j " ~ ~.~ 
lar~er:; .q~nt:f:t'b~" frp~ NovemlJer to January. 
) , ~ 
~lQitatiQn 
, 
f..sculptil11J contr.!butes ' to a fishery in iofaharashtra and 
" ~n<lh:r9. . coasts. along t·Jaharaahtra the fis,h1ng season commence 
, . 
from Nove-mber, reachlng "the peak in December and January. I 
, ,.
Kakipa,qa c'oa~:1i the me.XiulUW fishery i~ noticed in September, 
'. . . . 
although found in swall quantities throughout the year. 
. v 
• 
" 
" 
: 
12. Solenocera crassicornis (Milne Edwards) 
Distribution 
; J 
The species is distributed from the Indian coasts to 
Malaysia-. In Indiu "it is fo,und all along the west and east 
coasts, but in l~rger numbers in the Maharashtra and Andhra 
- • '.1 • 
coasts. 
Bi9~mics and life ?istory 
,-
In Bombay we tfirs the ,ovary in feme.;I':es '<t!egins to me. ture 
• at 5'1 "mm length ancl o.f age .5 to q months. Since the immatur 
'ovary takes ·a bout. ~ mOD-ths to attain the rna ture stage. the 
prawn may spawn' for the , first time when it is 8 9r 9 months 
, 
""'old. The mtlle . attains s.exual muturity at a length of about 
'. 50' mm. 
, 
- ' ". • 
• 
• 
• 
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In Maharasht~a coast the species spawns from Oetober to 
May with two spawning peaks 1.n Dec,emb&r , and ~pril. ' The main 
spawnings gr ound is just outsid.e the fishing grounds inside 
the 40 ram depth region. The Jiameter of ovarian egg was 
found to be 0.17 to 0.25 ram. 
• The estimated growth per month in ~wns over 33 ram 
length at Bombay was 6.96 ram f or females and 6.49 for ma,les. 
Recrui t lllent of juveniles of both the sexes was evident in 
January to lIlarcli, probably the progeny of the peak spawning 
in November, December. So the younger prawns appear to grow 
at a faster rate. 
The ~stimated life span ~f the f emale is 14 to 15 months 
&nd that of male ~ t o 10 months. The stomach ' cantents in 
their order of abundance we:.' e crustact::aM (44.7%), debris 
(25,8%)., fish (22.1%), polychaetes (2.9~), molluscas (1.9%), 
and grains (1.9%) anu miscellaneous items (,0.5%). 
Kunju (1968) found two types of migratory movement, one 
in connection with spawning and the other in relation to 
salinity. For spawning the females m:>ve out of the fishing 
ground to slightly deeper region in peak periods of, spawning 
in December and april. The popul&tion enmasse moves offshore 
when the salinity of the coastal Wdters decreases from June 
to early October. 
Population 
In Bombay wa ters the females are founu to be twice as 
many as males. There is wide disparity in sizes of males 
und feruoles with their moues wiuely separated. The possibility 
of protandrous ht::rmaphroaitism in the species is suspected 
by j>1ohamed (1967). ..t Kakimda the species ;'in the fishery 
r ungt::1.1 in sizes of 40-116 ram, with sex ratio of males to 
feruales 1:4 • 
" 
• 
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• 
Exploitation . - ' 
The species is cOlllJllercially exploited from within 30 kin 
from the coast near Bombay and to a lesser extent along the 
.. ndhra coast. The fishing grounds do not exceed 40 m in 
~epth. In Bombay the fishery is operative throughout the 
year~ exc~pting the period from June to September, with peak 
fishing in November and December. At Kakinada the maximum 
l andings are in January to M3.y and August, September. Factors 
'like force and duration of tidal currents, rainfall, upwelling 
of coastal waters and depth influence the fishery in Bombay. 
13. Nematopalaemon tenulpes (Henderson) 
Distribution 
The species belonging to the family Palaemonidae occurs 
in ,superficial C'oastai waters upto 'a depth of about 20m as 
, well as in estuarine and bracKish waters. It has a general 
dis-trlbution from Indian wa ters through 1'1alaysia to New 
Zealand. In Indian region 'it occurs mostly in the 'northern 
areas of both the east and west coasts where it contributes to 
good fishery. 
Bionomics and life history 
Tne maximum size attained is about 72 mm. Females attain 
larger sizes than males and the largest male and female obtaine 
at Bombay were of total length 61 mm and 72 mm respectively. 
The species, breeds almost throughout ~he year. However, the 
peak breeding 1s in the ironsoon season from June to October. 
The , ptomach 'contents of If. tenuipes were mostly debriS 
and crustacean remains. Nearl y 2.~ of the specimens in 
Bombay area \-Iere parasi tised by bopyrids. The infected 
specimens failed to get mature and their growth in sizes also 
was affected. 
• 
• 
• 
-- . 
. -
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• 
Population 
The popula'tion of this prq~ns in Bombay we. tEr~ showed 
domi~tion of females except duri~ the June-September monsoon 
period when breeding -is at thE peak. The sizes of the prawns 
• in the population ranged from 22 mm to 72 rom with average 
sizes of males between 35~50 mm and females 40-60 mm. At 
Kakinada the sizes ranged from 16 to 99 mm with modes at 
32 and 42 mm. Fe~les predominated in the catches here. 
Exploitation 
The species contributes t o the fishery to a considerable 
extent along Maharashtra ~nd Gujar a t on the west coast and 
also northtX ,l part of east coast. Ir: the we. ters of Bombay 
a s well as in the Gan~ic delta area the species is one of 
the most important commercial prawns. In Bombay th~ fishery 
extended from January to Jun~ with waximum landings in april 
. ,-
and j~y. In July-Septeffiber ulso there were good landings. 
h t._~i..iJaC\a maximum CC! tches were found in May and ~ugust. 
hmong the non penueid prawns N.tenuipes contributed to 3~ 
in Bom15ay, 6Q1b at Verav2r and 19%' at -KB.kikha; - -
: t r :~; _ " , 
14. hcetes , fndicus, H.i1:ilne _Edwards 
Distr1-butiem -:_, ',; 
, , 
. ' 
, General !iistribution 1.5 from Indi.:ln seall . through i1ergui 
_ _ _ • ~ L 
.. rchipe;J,ago and Gul~ of Siam to Malaya and ~$,t In<ii:_e~ • . In 
Indian seas it is most COllllhon in Bombay WI> ters contributing 
~"?-... J:!~.:.:~~tive percentage of. -tihe fishery. 
,-
,-
- , 
f' ' .• ,.' I·. 
."I • " . - \" ." '.";.' " -
. ' :' ' ... ' t::: ,, ' . -... ..... ( ' . . -' , ' 
, 
...... ~..: _. 
• 
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• Bionomics and life history 
This 1s the l Qrgest among the shrimps of the tamily 
Sergestillae, females r eaching 40 mm in total length. The 
larval development ,of the species has b~en studied by Pillai 
(1973). l 'he egg is 0.36-0.40 IIlllI in diameter, occurring in 
th~ plankton of Bombay waters in plenty during October-November 
3 noupliar, 3 protozoeal, 1 mysis and 5 postlarval stages 
have been described. The relatively l arger sizes of the 
l~rvae and presence of prominant rostrum are diagnostic features 
of these larvd E. The seasonal distribution of the larvae 
shows that th~y occur abunaantly during October-J~uary, 
indicating this to be the breeding season of the species. 
Papulation 
The sizes in the fishery varied from 15 to .40 mm. In the 
northern r egion of the west coast of Imlia it appears in vast 
she.ls in the inshore waters alll.l estuaries almost throughout 
the year • 
• 
Exploitation 
The species is exploited to the maximum extent along 
Maharashtra' coast. J<!ong northern part of east ' coast from 
Kakinada areas also the species is exploited. In Bombay 
waters it is fished throughout the year and the peak season 
of fishery extenus from JanlJ<,.ry ·' to Mu.y. ..t Kakinada the 
speci as is fished ' mainly during r1ay to September. 
15. l'lucrobrachium rosenbergii (de Man) 
Distribution 
v.iiClely <.iis'tributed in Indo-Pacific zone, the western · 
most limit of distribution being the InClus delta. Towards 
the east the uistribution extends upto Indo China. However, 
th e species has, ln r ecent years, been introduced in Hawaii 
unu other areas for aquaculture purposes. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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In Indiun watErs it is founu to occ~ along both the 
coasts, on t ho;; ·west coast from Inuus uel ta to i.fala bar delta 
and also in dEltaic Bengal. In thE backwaters and pamba river 
system of Kcrala anLl i~ the Hooghly estuarine system it suppor 
good fisheri es. 
• 
Bionomics -and life history 
The larval history of the sp ecies was described from 
Malaya by Ling (1962). Later on several authors from different 
. parts of the world including India succeeded in rearing the 
speci es through the larval stages in laboratory tanks. 
Co:Wercial scale rearing of the larvae 'also is being carried 
out in some places. All larval stages are active and planktont 
in habit. Tnere are 13 zoeal stages before reaching the 
juveniles stage, -in about 45 days. The, juvenih,s heave the 
;:> l anktonic ha bit and settles to the bottom. A nursery ground 
JUVeniles was located by Roman (1967) in the upper reaches 
of Pamba river anu the possibility of existence of several 
such grounus was suggested. 
The s ,J,-ci ES is found -to be bottolil feeder and omnivorous, 
tho: princip:ll i tclllS of foo Ll being uebris, crU!!.tacel;lns remnants, 
molluscan r e.na ins, filamentous a lgae, plant and animal tissues 
S <:!IlU etc. 
hmong fresh water prawns this spECies grows to the largest 
size of about 320 fUm length. Sexual Llimorphism in growth is 
exhibitEd , !!la. l es Estimated to attain lengths of 107.0 mm c.nd 
149.0 mm at thE end of 1st and 2nd years of life and females 
82.5 mm, 130.5 mm and 168",.5 mm at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd years 
respectively. hverage number of moults in ~les in 6 and in 
females 5 in an year, in the case of immature prawns of total 
lEngth abov" 30 mm • 
• I 
I 
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• Th~ sp~ci~s p~rforms an intere~ting spawning migration. 
Generally inhabiting fresh waters it migrates down to the 
est~rinE r~gions and spawns in areas 'where salinity fluctuates 
between 5.0 to 20.0%. R£ter the young ones grow to a size of 
2.0 to 3.0 em thEY migrate up the estuary ' to the fresh water 
hc.bitats • 
• 
The fecundity of femal~s vary with sizes, the number of ' 
eggs ranginG irom 7Q,ooO to 5,00,000. It lays eggs 3 or 4 
times in one year. In Kerala the sr~wning season is from 
rlugust to Dece~ber, with peak in October-November. In 
Hooghly estuary the spawning season is from Dpcember to July, 
peak spawning taking place in l1arch to t1ay. 
, Popula tion 
In Pci.mba river system' males outnumber femuh:s in l'1ay-June , 
But from hUgUSt femul~s preuominate and continues so up to 
October. Then males once again become num~rous. In Hooghly 
estuarine system percentage of females is higher in bigger 
size groups. Rao (1962) reported instances of sex rev"rsal 
in ~u boratory rearing experiments. 
Two yeur groups ure re~orted to be r epresented in the 
po~ulution of Ptiillbu river system, while in the Hooghly 
e stuarinto system 4 year classes are reported. Linear length 
weight rela tionship is recorded by several authors. 
E.xploitation 
The spEcies supports a lucrative fishery in the paruba 
river system and the adjoining backwaters in central Kerala • 
Th H hI t i t j th bheris. . B I ~ oog y es uar ne sys em anu e ~s ~n enga 
support good fishery. In Kerala the fishery commences in 
l'1ay-June reaches the peak in JulY-huguSt and September and 
then ~ecline, lasting upto November. In Bengal the main 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
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fishery lasts froID May-June to D~c<,mb€r with the peak in 
~ugust to November. The estimated annuul production froID 
1957 to 1962 in K€Tala backwaters show that the catcaes 
remained steady aroun~ 300 tonnes. 
·Lings studies in Malaya showed the possibilities of 
Jeveloping uquaculture of the species anti in places like 
Hawaii this has b~en developed to a considerable extent. 
In India also hateh~ry production of seed for cultUre has 
been aChieved. 
• •••••••••• 
• 
• 
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Fig 1. Trend in catch and triennial average catch of shrimps in India (1962-85) 
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